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Conan O'Briens new
show on TBS debuted
this week. Was it funny?
See a review on
PAGE 8
NOVEMBER 12,2010
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A daily independent student press serving the campus and surrounding community
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Chartwells works
to keep outdated
food off shelves
By Danielle Rice

"If a student is ever

Reporter

dissatisfied with
Sophomore Zach McChllg and his
friends were having lunch ill Ihe
Kliescher Sundial when one of his
friends got more lhan peanut butler

on bis sandwich.
"My friend had gotten three slices
of bread, like he always does to make
I'll & I, and while he was spreading his peanut butter he saw blue
green mold growing on the bread.
So he went back to get more and told
us it was growing on the entire loaf."
McClurg said.
University Dining Services
Director Michael Paulus said the
Dining Services cannot verify mold
if they aren't notified.
"We cannot verify accounts of
mold because we have received no
complaints, and students have not
notified mangers if they have seen it,"
I'aulus said.
Paulus went on to say that
each dining hall has passed food
inspections.
"Each dining hall on campus is
inspected by the Wood County
Inspector, and we have passed all
inspections." Paulus said.
Kriescher Sundial General Manger
Magdy Abou/.ied said that precautions are taken to make sure that the
food is fresh for students.
"OursandwichesandCaesarwraps
are made fresh every morning and
any extra food left over is tossed out,"

AbouZiedsaid
All sandwiches and wraps sold at
dining locations are disposed of if
not purchased the day they were
made. Paulus said.

By Aliiw O'Neill

Here are a couple ways to
do just that:
• Volunteer on a regular basis. Regular
volunteers are needed in a variety of
rapacities from being a medical team
assistant to helping with the pet food
bins
• Assist with mailings
• Post flyers at pet supplies stores and
in other community locations
• Help with special events and pet food
drives
• Check in clients at the clinic during
special promotions

For a complete list of ways
to get involved, go online
to www.humaneohio.org/
get involved.htm

News Editor

Main Street Photo in downtown
Bowling Green is going to the dogs
Saturday for a good cause.
The photography store will be
hosting a fundraiser for local nonprofit group, Humane Ohio. Main
Street Photo owner Todd Brininger
said he approached Humane Ohio
about hosting a fundraiser in
Bowling Green after seeing similar fundraisers for the spay/neuter
clinic in Toledo.
"They were doing Santa photos at
the Pet Supplies Plus in Toledo, and
since we don't have a Pet Supplies
Plus in Bowling (ireen, 1 approached
them about doing a fundraiser here."
Brininger said.
Humane Ohio runs a low-cost
spay/nueter clinic for pet owners,
animal shelters and rescue groups
as well as the Humane Ohio Pet
Pood Bank, which makes pet food
available to pet owners in need.

Humane Ohio relies on private
Brininger said he wanted to hold
this fundraiser because he agrees donations and grants in addition to
with Humane Ohio's policy of keep- fundraisers such as this one so they
can keep their prices low for their
ing the pet population down
"I was a big fan of The Price is clients, as spaying and neutering
Right' and I always listened to Bob procedures can become costly, said
Barker al the end," Brininger said.
Borkowski.
Main Street Photo will be offering
Brininger said I lumane Ohio has
portrait photographs for SID. which "quite a presence" in the local area
includes the sitting, choice ol back and because they are a small busiground, a 5"x7" print and lour wal- ness in addition to a non-profit, he
let-sized prints Briningei said the understands where they're coming
portraits can be family pi >i n ails, pel from.
"I would hope we would have a
portraits or any othei kind of porgood turnout," Borkowski said.
trait the customer would like
"Hvervonc is welcome. Iuo legged. "Especially since it's for such a good
four-legged or even no-legged for cause."
The 1 lumane Ohio fundraiser will
thai mailer." Briningei said
One hundred percent "I the pro- be held at Main Street Photo, 157 N.
ceeds from the portrait photogra- Main St.. from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.
Saturday. Walk-ins are welcome or
phy will go toward I luiiiane (lino
"Proceeds will benefit Humane appointments can be made by callOhio's low-cosl spay/neuter clinic, ing Main Street Photo at 419-353which fixes as many as 14.000 ani- 4244.
mals a year," lill Borkowski. market
See PET | Page 2
ing manager for I luiiiaiio (lliio. said
inane-mail.

SPORTS
Dancing for a good cause

Nation honors military

Falcons head to MAC Tournament

Dance Marathon hosted a fundraiser

Columnist Tyler Buchanan explains that

The BG men's soccer team takes on Western

in the Union for the Children's Miracle

Veterans Day is about honoring the U.S.

Michigan tonight in Akron in the semifinals of the

Netwoik. one of several fundraisers for

military for all of their hard work, dedication

MAC Tournament. The winner will play Sunday

the kids See photos | Page 5

and service | Page 4

against either Akron ot Buffalo | Page 5

to bring it to the
manager's attention."

"We have a 24-hour turnover rule,
and if products like the Caesar wrap
aren't sold on the same day. we dispose of [hem and make fresh wraps
and sandwiches the next morning,"
Paulus said
Junior John Kramer said he was
glad to hear that sandwiches are
made fresh everyday.
"I'm glad that the sandwiches are
made fresh because 1 would hate to
think that 1 have been eating old and
rotten food," Kramer said.
Kramer said that students should
feel that it is their responsibility to
speak up it they see mold because
this could affect other students.
"I've heard of this happening but
personally I've never seen it and people who do see mold need to report
it to mangers instead of just talking
among their friends, cause that is a
serious problem," Kramer said.
Paulus said that students should
never have to feel dissatisfied with
a product.
"If a student is ever dissatisfied
with service they need to bring it to
a mangers intention," Paulus said.
Our policy is that the consumer is
See MOLD | Page 2

CAMPUS
BRIEF

Main Street Photo hosts Humane Ohio fundraiser
Want to become involved
with Humane Ohio and
their efforts?

service they need

Today is final day for
voter verification
Volunteers (rom the ONE Bowling
Green campaign will be making one (inal
push today to get voters to verify their
provisional ballots
ONE volunteers have invited provisional
voters to meet outside the Court House
Friday al 4 30 p m Friday is the last day
voters can verify their votes, marking the
end of the 10-day verification period
Approximately 100 voters have already
verified their provisional ballots A provisional ballot means the Board of Elections
is initially unsure of the voter's eligibility
People who |ust moved to Bowling
Green may have to verify their votes with
proof of residency. Proof of residency can
include a utilities bill or a bursar bill
ONE volunteers attempted to get
voters to verify their votes by passing out
fliers, calling provisional voters and writing
voters names in chalk oulside the Union
Wednesday

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
How did you spend Veterans Day off?
Nat* Ridicy
Freshman. Sports Management
"I spent the day with my friends
and caught up on homework"

Page 4
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TUES., NOV. 9

T,,u l,n Ave

'

12:29 P.M.

right"

Donald E. Kerr. 37. Toledo, was
cited for possession of matijuana and possession of drug
parapliernalia near the corner
of Alexandria Boulevard and
Princeton Avenue. Kerr was
also arrested on a warrant
from Sylvania for sale of man
juana.

Students have the ability to
submit comments and complaints to the Dining Sen ico
website.
"If students eva have prob
lems they can always submit
feedback to us through the
1 line t )n (Jampus website, and
we gel back to them with 2-1
hours," Pauhis said
Questions arose among
students concerning whether
ot not the dining halls passed
theii food inspection after
mold rumors.
"My friends and I have been
wondering whethei oi not
some ol ihe dining halls on
campus passed Food inspection, Ki.nun said.
Each dining ball on campus has been inspected by
the Wood Comity Health
Department, and I'aulus confirmed that even dining ball
passed inspection.
Students wanting to submit
feedback can log onto www.
dineoncampus.com underneath ilic "Be Heard" tab and
submit feedback as well as

D unel H. Jackson. 43. of
Toledo, was cited for possession of marijuana near the cornei of Alexandria Boulevard
and Princeton Avenue.

WED., NOV. 10
2:04 A.M.
A tear duvers side window,
valued at $150. was broken within the 900 block of

2:22 A.M.
Dennis Huffman. 26. of
Bowling Green, as cited for
operating a vehicle impaired
neat Lot 2.

THURS.. NOV. 11
12:19 AM.
Jeffrey Kravetz. 19. of
Brunswick. Ohio, was cited fot
underage possession of alcohol and open contain,
the corner of East Court and
North Prospect streets

1:05 A.M.
Blanca A Dingman. IB.
of Mount Vernon. Ohio
and Dustm M. Few. ?0. of

2.25 A.M.
Zachary Reames. 19. of
Delphov Ohio was cited foi
underage under the influence
and jaywalking neat the corner
of North Summit and East
Wooster sir©
3:36 A.M.
Michael T Han; lick. 19. of
Bowling Gteen. wa- il
for underage under the influence within the 300 block of
Parkview Drive

k

ONLINE:

nlorthe

Unused tower at Mad River Power Plant falls, causing power outage

lake surveys.

PET
From Page 1

In addition to the Main
street Photo fundraiser, the
Petcoon Smith Main Street is
hosting a National Pel I ood
Drive until Nov. I I.Aci ording
to Humane Ohio's website, all
Food donations made at the
Bowling Green location, as

after the 275-foot tower ai
the unused 83-year-old Mad
River Power Plant teetered

Well as Ideations in Holland,
Sandtisky and Monroe, will
benefit the Humane Ohio Pel
food Hank Pet l»od company Hill's Science Diet has
also pledged to match .ill cus
lonier donations of Science

and then fell in a southeast direction - instead of
easi, as originally planned
seconds after explosives
were detonated.
I be tailing tower brought
down the power lines and

Diet pel foods.

sent spectators scrambling

to avoid the sparking lines.
"It just stalled leaning the
other way and I thought.
Holy cow'... Il was terrifying
for a little bit," Springfield
Township lire Chief Jnhn
lioeder told the Springfield
News Sun.
Officials estimated that
about 4,000 customers in the
Springfield area, about 25
miles northeast of Dayton,
lost power because of the
downed lines
Lisa Kelly, the president
and owner of Idaho-based
Advanced
Explosives
Demolition Inc.. which
handled the demolition,
told the News-Sun thai the
explosives detonated correctly, but an undetected

Ex-President

Reynoldsburg. Ohio were
cited for trespass and underage under the influence after
allegedly being found on the
top of One 49 Bar

Tower tumbles wrong way
during Ohio demolition
SPRINGFIELD, Ohio IA1')
A nearly 300-foot smoke
stack being demolished .11
an old Ohio power plant
toppled in the wrong direction and sent spectators
scrambling Wednesday
before knocking down two
12,000-voh power lines and
crashing onto a building
housing backup generators,
officials said
No injuries were reported

WWWBGNEWS.COM

crack on the SOUth side <>l
the tower pulled ii in a dil
fereni direction.
"Nobody's happy with
things thai go wrong in life,
and sometimes it's out of
our hands and beyond any
bod) s predii lion.
We're
all extremely thankful no
one was injured," Kelly mill
Ihe News-Sun.
Officials saj the debus
landed on the First! nergy

property.
"We had il all planned

out. Everything was scoped
out ... ii caught everybody
by surprise." Tim Suter,
FirstEnergy's managei of
external affairs, told the
Neva. sun "Everybodj was
kind of excited, looking for

cover."

George W. Bush
honors vets in Ohio
of copies, that's OK, loo."
Charlie Crall. a mailman
from nearby Medway, Ohio,
DAY I ON. Ohio - Former said he mainly jusl wanted to
president George W. Bush see Bush and hadn't planned
said Ibursday he's enjoying to buy the book. But he said
being away From politics and he has decided to buy it after
won't get involved in current hearing excerpts and seeing
debates about his successor some of Bush's interviews.
"From what I'm hearing, he
01 Washington.
I will not be criticizing speaks candidly," said Crall.
President [Barack] Ohama," 55. "I think it will be good
Bush told a Veterans Day trib- reading."
Bush was back in a state
ute audience. As a matter of
lac t. we wish him well. We're that was crucial to his presiall Americans, and we want dency. He twice carried
Ohio, which clinched his re
to succeed."
He said he didn't miss election in 2004.
Miami University political
Washington "all the politics,
all the name calling ... the scientist Uyan Barilleauxsays
the hook and the Republican
spitballs."
But he told some 1.500 peo- rout in Nov. 2 elections should
ple, many of them veterans, at help Bush burnish his image
the National Museum of the two years after leaving office
U.S. Air force in southwest with low approval ratings
"I think President Bush is
i rbio. that he does miss servsetting out to do as llimmyl
ing ascoinmandei in chief.
With interviews anil Carter and (Richard] Nixon
speeches. Hush has been vig- and other former presidents
oiiiusly promoting his newly have done; trying to redeem
released memoir "Decision themselves a little bit," said
Points." He focused his speech Barilleaux. whose books on
11 mi -day on parts of ihe book the presidency include one
dealing with wars in Iraq and on the term of Bush's father
Afghanistan, and the support George HW. Bush.
"He can explain, here's the
and inspiration he drew from
wounded warriors, families of things I did and here's why
those killed during his presi- I did them," he said, adding
that Bush would want people
dency, and the military.
America is a magnificent to conclude that "even if we
country that produces patri- disagree with the things he
ots." he said.
did. we believe that he had
I le offered thanks to those the country's best interests
who have served in the mili- at heart."
tary. "Ml behalf of a grateful
Bush also spoke at the
nation," and smiled as he museum as president in 200B.
insisted: "I've really come to contending in bis speech that
pi aise the veterans, not to sell the war in Iraq had made submy book. But if 1 sell a couple stantive progress.
Dan S.-wcll

Associated Press

Are you a provisional voter?
MAKE
EVERY
V©TE
COUNT.

re pa

unity, too

It's your job to make sure your vote counts. You may need to
proactively provide the Wood County Board of Elections with additional .
proof of residency documentation that is considered valid.
Please call our voter hotline 44K>—941 -6659 for more information.

Valid documents that can be used:
Ohio driver's license, military ID, last 4 digits of your
social security number - need one of these
If you cast a provisional ballot because, at the time you voted you
must have provided to the board of elections one of the following:
•
•

,

Acceptable proof of your identity in the form of a current and valid photo identification;
A military identification;
A copy of a current (within the last 12 months) utility bill (including cell phone bill), bank statement, government
check, paycheck, or other government document (but not a voter registration acknowledgement notification mailed
by a board of elections) that shows your name and current address (including from a public college or university)

.

Paid far by BG Coalition lor Justice. Dartene Bevethymor
Treasurer, 101 N.Maln St., Bowling Gr

h
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PHOTOS BY NATHAN ELEKONICH ! THF BG WWS

TOP LEFT: DJ Nick Riley spins some beats ai the Dance Marathon Fundraiser

TOP RIGHT: A dancer from Alpha Chi Omega shows off her moves with her glow stick accessones
LEFT: The Dance Marathon Morale Captains break out their line dance for the crowd

BOTTOM LEFT: A silent auction was held at last night's Dance Marathon Fundraiser in ord
additional money for the Childrens Miracle Network.

•

Personal,
Expert Care.
Celebrating BGSU Filmakers

WOOD COUNTY WOMEN'S CARE

Original short films by BGSU filmmakers will be broadcast
throughout our region on Cinema I'. .1 project ol WBGU-TV.
• Drama
• Comedy
• Action
• Documentary
• Animated stories

Megan E. Porter, D.O.
Obstetrics/Gynecology

An Ohio native, Dr. Porter is a
graduate of Ohio University
College of Osteopathic Medicine.
She completed her residency at
O'Bleness Memorial Hospital in
Athens, Ohio Dr. Porter will
provide the full scope of
gynecologic and obstetric care
for adolescents through
postmenopausal women. She
and her husband are pleased to
be settling in Bowling Green.

A prize rot the best film will IK- awarded.
Ian Leggat, M.D.
Megan f.. Porter, D.O.
Mania Amstutz, RNC, MSN
(er tilled Nurse Practitionei
Teresa Betts-Cobau, CNP, CNM
Certified Nurse Practitionei

Films must:
• ('.ill within theTV-PG ratings
• contain NO copyrighted material
• run between 5 and 7 minutes
• be submitted by Nov. 19,2010
Possible formats: miniDV, HDV, DVCAM, BETA, XDCAM
or as a .MOV Quicklime file-

To schedule an appointment, call

Submit your work by Nov. 19, 2010 to:
Cinema I)
c/o Matthew Blinn
245 Troup Avenue
Bowling Green, Ohio, 43403

419.352.8427

For more information, rules and guidelines, visit wbgu.org/CinemaU

VV/ood Co»

nU

J

Accepting new patients. Now offering
Monday extended hows until 7 p.m.
755 HASKINS ROAD • BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402 • 419.352.8427

NOW LEASING FOR
FALL 2011

CALL FOR DEPOSIT SPECIALS!
(419)352-0717
REENBRIAR, INC.

www.greenbriarrentals.com

FORUM

"So he went back to get more and told us it was growing on the entire loaf."
- Sophomore Zach McClurg on moldy bread in the Sundial at Kreischer [see story, pg. 1].
Friday. November 12.2010 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET How did you spend Veterans Day off?
"I went home

"I deaned my nasty
room and helped my
roommate move out
some more.

"Watched a

and spent the
afternoon doing
homework there.

K
^S

homework."

NIKICOONTZ.
Junior
Social Work

Nation takes day to honor armed forces
rankings help differentiate
the personnel. These positions are held in very high
esteem, and members work to
achieve such important and
recognized statuses.
Through its dedication and
involvement, this institution
affects the entire world, and
represents some of the very
best of the United States of
America.
The institution I refer to,
of course, is our education
system.
Hut really, on this week
which celebrates Veterans
Day. we reflect on the systemic
impact of our United States
armed forces. In reality, it is
easy to conceive why our military so greatly resembles the
11 Hindal ii in i if education.
Even before the signing of the Declaration of
Independence, Continental
armed forces played a decisive role in the United States'
establishment.
America's
armed forces were extremely
essential and influential from
the beginning, and their existence has remained significant to our nation for over 225
years.
Other than the education
system, how many other institutions can claim that?
Our military has a wide
involvement of American citizens, and is the second-largest
in the world. Nearly everyone
is related to or knows of someone who either actively serves
in the military or is a veteran.
The five branches in our
armed forces have trained citizens through several hundred
yens of wars and conflicts,
both nationally and abroad.
With an extremely active foreign policy, our military has

worked toward helping influence and assist countries
around the globe.
For such dedicated service,
for the years of extreme physical and emotional sacrifice, for
the willingness to defend our
nation and extend our country's outreach internationally,
we as a nation take Nov. 11th
to honor America's millions of
military veterans.
However, an attempt to contain appreciation of our veterans for this solitary day is not
at hand. With holidays such
as Mother's Day, we strive to
express our gratitude yearround. Parades, recognition
at public events and ceremonies all attempt to encompass
our nation's appreciation and
respect.
In dedicating an Armistice
Day (which became Veterans
Day in 1954), President
Woodrow Wilson said, in reference to World War I, "the
reflections of |this day) will be
filled with lots of pride in the
heroism of those who died in
the country's service and with
gratitude for the victory."
While the day now serves to
celebrate the service of all veterans of wars past and present,
the message of national patriotism and respect toward the
military and its service men
and women remains true.
To the approximately
25 million veterans of the
United States military, from
the Revolutionary War to the
War in Iraq, for the tremendous dedication, sacrifice and
patriotism to our country, a
thankful, gracious nation
salutes you.

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street' Or a suggestion lor

JORDAN

BRIAN MATHE.
Freshman.
Sports Management

This week, our nation brings
attention to one of America's
most historic and important
national institutions.
It has been actively involved
in our country's history, its
creation even preceding the
establishment of the United
States, l'or over 225 years, this
institution has trained the
teenagers and able male and
female citizens of our country.
It works to prepare such
practitioners for the life ahead,
both physically and mentally.
This institution improves its
members' leadership skills,
mental strength and courage.
With such an institution
comes preparedness for the
future, in relation to other
nations and the stability of
our own. As such, we are able
to better defend ourselves
and exist peacefully within a
global network.
Practitioners voluntarily put
forth tremendous effort into
their cause; as a result they
are held in high regard by the
rest of the nation. Oftentimes,
their commitment toward
this institution gives them
unique recognition, respect
and gratitude.
Ourcountry invests heavily
in the existence of this institution. Numerous programs,
governmental committees
and community organizations work to provide financial support as well as awareness for related causes and
recognition.
Within the institution itself,

"Slept in and did

a question7 Give us your

DERICK SMITH.
Sophomore,
Telecommunications

BEVERIDGE
Freshman.
Undecided

feedback at bgviewscom

Genetics aren't sole cause of obesity
were designed lor a time apnea, nsteoarthritis and
when frxxl was scarce and gynecological problems. It is
ANTHONY
true that a healthy amount of
physical activity was high.
BRYSON
That is no longer the case, fat will not lead to these disCOLUMNIST
with fast fcxnl on every cor- eases. But what is healthy and
ner and a preference for what is normal in America
After readingKateNoftsinger's elevators over stairs and cars ate no longer the same. About
column titled "Marie Claire over bicycles. In Dr. A. Marti two-thirds of Americans are
column shows insensi- and colleague's 20(14 paper either overweight or obese
tivity to fat people" from in the International lournal today. With obesity levels at
Nov. :trd. I felt that I needed of Obesity, they reviewed epidemic proportions, these
to write a response in the the impact of genetics and health problems have a toll
spirit of healthy debate. As lifestyle on obesity. They not only on the individual,
Ms. Noftsinger said, obesity concluded that while the risk but on society as well.
The economic consequencis both a complex and sensi of obesity is higher in indilive subject that draw strong viduals with certain genes, es in 1998 of overweight and
responses from people, and I the declining physical activ- obese medical expenses were
agree with her on many top- ity levels and chronic over- calculated as high as $78.5
ics. 1 lowever, there were sev- consumption of high calorie billion according to a 2003
eral points within her column foods and beverages is just as study in Health Affairs. With
about half of these expenses
important.
that I disagreed with.
When Ms. Noftsinger stated being covered by the taxpayThe overall message that
it is intolerant and insensi- that excessive fat is unrelated er-subsidized Medicare and
tive to belittle someone who to being lazy or overeating, Medicaid. the obesity epiis overweight is dead on. Our she was only partially correct. demic is one that has conseculture has an unhealthy Certainly, not all overweight quences for all Americans.
Insultingsomeone because
addiction to reaching physi- individuals are lazy, and not
cal standards that are often all skinny people are hard- of their weight is unacceptunnatural. It doesn't help that working, but to categorically able. However, we have to
we are bombarded by images say that fat has no relation take personal responsibilof people whose full-time to lack of physical activity or ity for our choices. Yes, there
job is to maintain a specific excessive consumption is are people who are very
appearance. When a woman false and could have serious active, eat healthy and still
have excessive fat. But for the
who is perfectly healthy and consequences.
beautiful is labeled a "plusThe health issues associ- vast majority, lack of physisize" model, it should insult ated with being overweight cal activity and overeating
all of us.
or obese arc extremely dan- is the major cause of obesity.
However, to say that obesi- gerous. According to the Educating ourselves on how
ty is based purely on genetics Centers for Disease Control, to maintain a healthy lifestyle
and is unrelated to overeating higher levels of body fat are is a key to overcoming the
and physical activity is incor- associated with heart disease, obesity epidemic.
rect. It is true that genetics diabetes, various cancers,
does play a role in obesity. It hypertension, stroke, liver
Respond to Anthony at
is theorized that these genes and gallbladder disease, sleep
thenews@bgnews.com

.^1 r..

WEAK SAUCE

Respond lo Tyler at
thenews @bgnews. com

Republican win might be short-lived
Carl Paladino, who will now
burrow back into the Earth
and spend the next two years
in a chrysalis state, but not
without first shaking his list
angrily at the sky and wailing
"You haven't heard the last of
The 2010 elections are over, Carl Paladino!" Rand Paul got
and the semi-annual stress test through, which tells us that the
of the national crazy catcher crazy catcher cannot be relied
has passed another round of on to do its job 100 percent of
inspection.
the time.
The
losers
included
The notoriously defective
Delaware's virginal Witch stupid strainer still managed
Mother Christine O'Donnell. to keep Alvin Greene out of
Nevada's Sharon "the CIA put office though, so overall I'd say
radios in my teeth" Angle and that the electoral filtration sys-

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page

HEATHER LINDER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

BECKY TENER. MANAGING EDITOR
ALISSA O'NEILL NEWS EDITOR
SEAN SHAPIRO. WEB EDITOR
JASON HENRY, CITY EDITOR
ANDREA MARCHI, DESIGN EDITOR
ANDREA FEHL, PHOTO EDITOR

Bowling Green State University

PAUL BARNEY, SPORTS EDITOR

E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com

MARISHAPIETROWSKIXOPYCHIEF
JAMES BERO, FORUM EDITOR
MATTLIASSE,PUISE EDITOR

Web site: http://www.bgviews com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 572-2606

IHIBOMWS

Did Yout fc*e>*/?
There's no Betty Rubble
In the Fllntstones Chewables

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stones from the
paper and online extras.

210 West Hall

Bowling Green. Ohio 454051 Phone: (419) 572-6966

SUM KIUERMANN

See ELECTION | Page 10

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

THE BG NEWS

tern is in pretty good working
order with only a few minor
defects. This doesn't mean that
a huge electoral blowout didn't
happen.
With a (i0 seal net gain, the
Republicans have won their
greatest electoral victory since
1994. John Boehner is the next
Speaker of the 1 louse, and the
Republicans finally have the
electoral muscle to put their
money where their mouth is.
But who were the real winners
Nov. 2? Old school establishment Republicans. Think Bush
and McCain, not Paul and
Palin.
The sweeping revolution
that we've been promised
for months has brought us a

KATE SNYDER, IN FOCUS EDITOR
JESS JAMES.SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR

BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000

SPEAK YOUR HIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
sideshows and video
add to the story

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issi i on the
University's campus or th Bowling
Green area. Two submis>ic n; per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsPbgnews
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column.' All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before pnnting. The
editor may change the headlnes to
submitted columns and letters at hrs
or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

SPORTS
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Women's
hoops opens
season ton
at Evansville
By Paul Barney
Sports Editor
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GOAL Freshman Ryan Gmskey scores a game-winning goal in a scrimmage against the Uiwersity ol Indianapolis at the begming ol the season Comiskey will be a ley factor (or the Fakons in the MAC Tourney.

Playing toward a MAC title
BG men's soccer takes on Western Michigan in MAC Tournament semifinal
will begin tonight, with the championship and runner-up match on
Sunday.
After a roller coaster of a season, the
"This was one of our goals coming
BG men's soccer team was able lo into the season; to finish in the top
achieve a milestone in qualifying four and make the MAC tournafor the Mid-American Conference ment and we were able to achieve it,"
Tournament.
said BG coach Eric Nichols.
The Falcons' hard work, dedicaThe third-seeded Falcons will
tion and perseverance have shown faceoff against second-seeded
it wasn't in vain, and that this Western Michigan.
accomplishment is well deserved.
Kickoff is set for 8 p.m. at the Lee
During the preseason, the Falcons R. Jackson Field in Akron.
were picked to finish sixth in the
The Falcons will enter the tournaconference, but they surpassed ment boasting an overall record of
expectations and ended tied for 6-8-3 (3-3-0 in the MAC), and showthird.
case a MAC tournament record of
The four-team MAC tournament 17-12-0.
By Bryan Filipponi

The Falcons battled against WMU
earlier this season, losing 0-2.
The score, however, doesn't tell
the whole story as the match was
very close until the end, when the
Falcons let the game slip through
their hands.
"We lost to them earlier this year,
but we feel we played well and we
just let it get away from us in the
end," Nichols said. "We feel we're a
better team now."
A good omen for the Falcons is
thai the tournament is away from
Cochrane Field.
The Falcons are 4-4-2 in true road
games this season, which equals
the number of road wins the team

Reporter

had combined in the three years
combined.
Another inspiring statistic is
that BG is becoming more even
in regards to its offensive and
defensive play.
The Falcons are looking to control
more possession and mount more
offensive pressure, which in turn
creates more scoring opportunities.
Withtop-classplayfromtheirback
four and magnificent goalkeeping
from Miguel Routes, the Falcons
are peeking at the right time.
"Our defense sets up our offense."
e7

See TOURNEY

It's finally here.
Alter weeks of preparation, the
BG women's basketball team will
tip-off its 2010-11 season tonight.
BG is looking
to build off its .ill
around dominating performance
in the team's only
exhibition of the
season last week,
but as the word Lauren
implies, it was just Prochaska
an exhibition.
Reigning
It didn't matter two-time
that the Falcons
MAC Player
cruised to an 88-41
of the Year
win over I indlay.
It didn't matter
that they had four
players in double-figure scoring.
It didn't matter that they forced
30 turnovers
It didn't matter that they scored
38 points off those turnovers.
And it didn't even matter that
they had put up 41 points in the
paint.
Because quite frankly, the game
didn't count.
But it will today when BG heads
to Evansville. Ind to take on the
Purple Aces for an 8 p.m. Eastern
time tip-off.
Evansville won its lone exhibition this year. 79-54 over
Oakland, and that's about all BG
coach Curt Miller has to draw
from.
"Anytime you start a season, the
number one concern you have is
you don't have film on the team
you're playing from this season,
so you have to make game time
adjustments," Miller said. "There's
a premium on in- game adjustSee OPENER I Page 6

Seven Falcon runners-to race
at Great Lakes Regional
By Nick King
Reporter

It has been a long journey for the
Falcons women's cross country
team.
Its 2010 season will wrap up
.Saturday in the Division I Great
Lakes Regional in Rochester. Mich.
Oakland University will play
host and the 6k race will begin at
noon.
The Great Lakes Regional is a

qualifying meet to determine
who will end up in the National
Championship meet in Terre I Iaute,
Ind. Nov. 22.
The regional will have every
Division I team in the state of
Ohio, Indiana, Wisconsin and
Michigan.
The top two teams will run in
the National Championship meet,
and the top four individual runners
from non-qualifying teams will go
to nationals.

The all-region team will be chosen based on the top-25 individual
runners.
There will be seven runners for
BG. Each runner was picked on
whether they placed in the top
seven for the team during the MAC
Championship meet two weeks
ago.
The girls running Saturday are
See REGIONAL | Page 7
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SPIKE: Freshman Lmdsey Butterfield goes for a kill in a match against Akron earlier in the season.

Notes: Falcon volleyball
to finish regular season

leers skate north to Northern Michigan
a pair of 4-1 games.
Now the Falcons head to
Marquette, Mich, to take on
The BG hockey team is looking to Northern Michigan, a place where
get a bad taste out of its mouth.
they have not fared well recently.
Last time out, the Falcons (4The Falcons have not won in
6, 1-5 Central Collegiate Hockey Marquette since March 2001, and
Association) played poorly in a 6-3 are 0-3-1 against the Wildcats their
loss in Notre Dame.
last four meetings.
All-time, NMU is 34-30-6 against
Also, the last time the Falcons
played on an Olympic-sized ice BG.
sheet, they were swept by Alaska in
BG will look to adjust to an ice
By Ryan Satkowiak
Assistant Sports Editor

FACEBOOK

sheet that is 15 feet wider than
the NHL-style sheet at the BGSU
Ice Arena this weekend, as the
team looks to get its record back
to .500.
"You just have to be sure that
you're aware of where you are
on the ice," said coach Chris
Bergeron regarding the larger ice.
See HOCKEY | Page 7

TWITTER

By Justin Onslow
Reporter

The BG netters will hit the road
tonight for their final two matches
of the regular season.
The Falcons will take on Kent
State tonight and Ohio University
Saturday evening.
Kent State is 11-18 and 4-10 in Mid-

MEN'S BASKETBALL

American Conference play.
The Flashes are led by junior Lira
Brivule. who posted 16 kills and nine
digs against the Falcons earlier in
the season.
She is averaging 3.47 kills per set
this season.
See NOTES | Page 7

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Clarke. Rone sign letters of intent

Falcons sign five recruits

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

Canton Timken High School teammates Jehvon

Women's basketball coach Curt Millet has

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your
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By Matt Ny.
Reporter

The BG swim team will look
to gel back on the winning
track this weekend when it
heads to Youngstown, Ohio.
The lalcons will take on
the Penguins of Youngstown
State University today starting at 4 p.m.
The Penguins (2-1) have
beaten Butler and Niagara,
with their one loss coming to
Marshall.
Both BG and YSl) are
familiar with each other even
though they are in different
conferences.
A few weeks ago the
PenguinscametoCooperl'ool
to compete in the Tom Stubbs
Relays, where the falcons
won most of the events.
The Falcons (1-1, 1-1 MidAmerican Conference) are
coming off their first loss of
the season last week at Ohio
and hope to rebound in
today's meet.
lunior Vicky Yu and
sophomore Alexis Kail)
have continued their dominance in their events in the
butterfly and breaststroke

From Page 5

Alexis
Kain
Swept the breaststroke events at
Ohio last week

events respectively.
They have swept these
events in the first two dual
meets for the Falcons.
Todays meet will include
11 swimming events, with the
first event of the day being
the 400 medley relay, followed
by the 1000 and 200 freestyle
events.
The 100-yard backstroke
and breaststroke are followed
by the 200 butterfly and the
SO freestyle.
After the one meter dive,
the swimming will then
resume with the 100 freestyle and the 200-yard
events in the backstroke and

breaststroke events.
Following the three meter
diving will be the .r>00 freestyle and 100 butterfly
events.
The meet will conclude
with the 200 individual
medley and the 400 freestyle
relay.

shots," he said. "We have talented 3-point shooters and
we have a core group that's
good finishers around the
basket. There's nights when
we look like a pretty good
basketball team because a
lot of shots will go in."
like any team, however, offnights are a part of the game.
And when that happens,
that's what Miller is most
concerned with.
"It's the nights (when shots
don't falll that I'mconcerned
with," Miller said. "When we
don't make a lot of shots or
struggling percentage wise
from the field, can we generate enough offense from
our defense, from offensive
rebounding, can we create
offense in a different way or
is our defense good enough
to win games on those
nights?
"I think the biggest question mark in my mind is can
we and will we find ways to
win when we don't shoot the
ball well."
After tonight's game the
Falcons will have a short
turnaround as they will play
host to Creighton Monday at
6 p.m.
The game will serve as the
last regular-season home
opener for women's basketball in Anderson Arena and
will include a banner unveiling and a ring ceremony.

OPENER

Swimmers splash into
Youngstown State

iNtWSFIirPllOIO

DRIBBLE: Scott Thomas cuts to the basket during a game last season

SPORTS
BRIEF
Men's basketball opens season at Howard
The BG mens basketball team will tipotf its season-opener tonight at 7 at
Howard in Washington. DC.
This will be the first matchup between the two schools
It will also be the first game BG has ever had against a current member of
the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference.
The Bison endured a tough season a year ago, finishing 7-25.

ments, timeout adjustments
and halftime adjustments
when you don't know exactly what their system is this
year."
The Purple Aces return
seven leterwinners, including three starters in
Stephanie
Bamberger.
Chelsea Falkenstein and
Samantha I leek.
F.vansville struggled to a
4-26 record last season and
a 1-17 mark in the Missouri
Valley Conference.
One of its wins came over
Mid-American Conference
opponent Ball State — a
team that advanced to the
quarterfinals of last season's
MAC Tournament.
"A lot of respect for
|Evansville| despite them
coming off a disappointing
year record-wise," Miller
said. "They're impressive
to watch on film with some
of the things they do. And
now with this year's roster
much deeper and more talented, it's a scary opening
game for us."
For the Falcons, they will
rely on their shooting, which
Miller said is the strength of
the team.
"On certain nights, we have
the ability to make a lot of

CHURCH DIRECTORY
We inviteyou to worship
with us and look forward
to meetingyou soon!
^^Vrf
ST. THOMAS 'vour,

St Aloysius
¥ CatkolieTknrek
|

St. John's
Episcopal
Church

V

WEDNESDAYS

-4r
w

SATURDAY MASS
SPM
SUNDAY MASS
lOAMSPMWM

L/erilas
Rev. Dr. Michael Malanga
Senior Pastor

» Bowling ( .ri't'n

We're on the corner of Summit & Cough St

SUNDAY

V-x>venant

(419)352-4195

JSSi

\Ourch

WEEKEND MASSES
SAT: 5:30pm SUN: 8,10, and 12 NOON

Real Cod...
Real People.

1165 Haskins Road
email: officeiabgcovenant.org

419.352.8483
www.bgcovenant.org

Sunday Worship

ST. MARK'S
LUTHERAN CHURCH

10:00 am Su'xiay Holy Communion

Wednesday
Evening

Traditional services held each Sunday
morning at 8:30 and 11 a.m..
Praise Service also at 11 a.m.

FOCUS meets at Starbucks
in the Union at 7:30pm.
FOCUS engages in open
minded religious discussion
about topics ot student interest.

Make Yourself At Home
Let BGSU feed your brains and
Let St.Marks feed your soul

Sundays @ 11:30AM
BGSU Student Union
Rev. David Nelson, Campus
Missioner (419) 353-0881
comer of Wooster & Mercer.
across from Harshman Quad

If you don't believe' in the power of prayer today,
just wait until finals
www stmarksuithpranbg org
315 South College, Bowling Green
(419) 353-9305

Check it out @ www.h2ochurch.com

Casual service Saturdays at 5 p.m
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SCORER: Sophomore Jordan Samuels-Thomas leads the Falcons in scoring this season with nine (3 goals. 6 assists) and will tool to lead the team to a successful weekend

so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains

HOCKEY
From Page 5
"Offensively, there is so much
room in the corners; you have
to pay attention in getting the
puck to the net."
Even with Nick Eno coming off his best start of
the season, and Andrew
Hammond coming off his
worst, the goalie rotation of

REGIONAL
From Paqe 5
seniors Autumn Dettmann,
Heather Conger, Megan
Kelsey, Barbara Powers, sophomore Abby Koch and freshmen Tara Weiss and Katie
Borgelt.
Despite being one of the
biggest meets, BG is preparing for the race like it would
for any other.
"The same way we practice for every other meet is
a combination of distance
runs and different work-

NOTES
From Page 5
BG was swept by Kent State
Oct. 9 in Anderson Arena. In
that match, the l-'alcons hit
only .139 against a staunch
KSU defense, while the
Hashes hit .367 for the match.
Saturday, BG will be in
Athens to play MAC East
leader Ohio University. OU
is 16-11 (8-6 MAC), and has
won three of its last four
matches.
The Falcons lost to OU in
four sets in their last contest
Oct. 8.
Freshmen Paige Penrod
and Danielle Tonyan each
had 16 kills in that match,
but the Falcons hit only .203
as a team. OU out-blocked
the Falcons 12-5 in that
match.
Both weekend matches are
scheduled to begin at 7 p.m.
Race for the record

Eno Friday and Hammond
Saturday will continue until
further notice, as Bergeron
likes the continuity it gives
the team.
"It's better this way so we
don't have to rely on one guy
carrying the team," Bergeron
said.
On offense, BC! received
strong contributions from
Marc Rodriguez against
Notre Dame, as he had a goal

Penrod is just 10 kills from
setting BG's single-season
freshman kills record this
season.
Sue Norris set the freshman record in 2000 with
360 kills, and Penrod will
have two more regular
season matches to set the
record.
Tonyan needs 23 kills
this weekend to reach 300
kills, which would make
Penrod and Tonyan the
first pair of Falcon freshmen to each record 300
kills in a season.
Late-season standings
scramble
BG is currently 12th in
the MAC, but can make a
push for a higher seed in the
MAC Tournament with wins
against KSU and OU this
weekend.
The Falcons have lost
their last three matches,
but will look to put together
two strong performances
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opportunity to race together
to give the best effort they
have to give to finish off the
season." Paulson said.

this weekend,
BG could move as high
as 10th in the MAC standings with two wins this
weekend.
The first round of the
MAC Tournament is scheduled to begin Nov. 16.
Injury Issues

BALL MOVEMENT: A trio of Falcons tun m pursuit of the ball in a game earlier this season

I,ast week, both Tonyan
and senior Noelle Spitler sustained injuries during the
team's matches.
Tonyan returned for BG's
contest against Northern
Illinois, but Spitler missed
the match after sustaining
an injury the night before in
the Falcons' match against
Miami.
With the MAC Tournament
just four days away. BG will
hope to be at full strength to
make a run in the tournament.
Last season, the Falcons
defeated Toledo in the first
round of the tournament for
coach Denise Van De Walie's
500th career win.
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"Now with that and key players stepping up
and getting more confidence, we're able to

From Page 5
Nichols said. "Our defense
was our main focal point
at the beginning of the
season with the formation.
Now with that and key
players stepping up and
getting more confidence,
we're able to be more effective controlling possession
and being more effective on
the offensive end."
Defense and goalkeeping
has been the focal point for
the Falcons this season.
Rosales was rewarded with

be more effective controlling possession and
being more effective on the offensive end."
.
the MAC player of the week
award fur his top-notch performance last week, when he
was able to record his sixth
clean sheet of the year.
"Miguel is exactly the kind
of guy this team needs, he's
a rock back there," Nichols
said.

Western Michigan enters
tonight's match with an
overall record ol 9-7-1 1-2-0
in MM play).
I he Falcons control the
all-time series record -(>
12-3, but the Broncos have
won the last three meetings
between tin' rival teams.

Secure your apartment for
2011 -2012 school year
NOW RENTING
Check website for
any specials
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Heather
Conger

outs throughout the week,"
said coach Cami Paulson.
"The season of training is
planned out week by week
to prepare for each race,
so we have been following
a training plan all season
long."
The team is also looking
to rebound from an eighth
place finish in the MAC
Championship and to also
give it their hardest since this
might be the last time they
will race in a cross country
mee_t this year.
' '*I "am expecting that the
team will use this final

check us out
online @

the digits 1 to 9.There is no

and three assists in the two "It's better this way
games, bringing his season
point total to seven.
so we don't have
That mark ties David Solway
for second on the team, trail- to rely on one guy
ing only lordan Samuelscarrying the team."
Thomas, who has nine.
Also, this will potentially
Chris Bergeron | Coach
be a historic weekend for the
program,
Saturday they will play the at 798 program wins.
1600th game in program hisBoth games this weekend
tory. Currently, the l-'alcons sit will begin at 7:35 p.m.
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THE PULSE

The Pulse section can now be found on favorite social
networking websites. Readers can now become fans on
Facebook or follow the pages' Tweets.
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Late-night bar hops can
ead to late night snacks

WHO'S ON TAP

I consider myself to be a pretty
healthy eater.
I have some sort of green or vegetable with every meal and I try,
one day of every week, to eat totally
vegetarian.
But when I have a craving for
something salty, crispy and deepfried, 1 tend to indulge it. And
usually that craving is for Trotters
Tavern's Scotch Eggs.
To the weak-hearted, a hardboiled egg coated in spicy sausage
and then deep-fried sounds like

Bar crawling in town is a fun weekend pasttime for students

By Troy Chamberlain and Matt Liasse
Pulse Reporter. Pulse Edilor

Whethei it's a '•hoi of hard liquor, an Ice
cold beer, a danceflooi or a mosh pH
thai you are aiming for. there are plenty
of options down the road from campus,
Below, find a complete guide to marry of
trie bars in downtown Bowling Green.
Howard's Club H Past the bar's twodoor entrance is the venue's bar side
with a long elaborate mural depicting
humans drinking amongst beasts on
the southernmost wall
lizards and
canaries, among others. The bar's focus
is on its live music, mostly to local upand-coming acts, and the vibe inside
sends a message of nothing more than
rock n' roll, plain and simple. Doors
and ceiling support posts are generously adorned with band, belief and

radio station stickers. Customer-crafted
etchings and drawings, MIMIC dating
back to the '70s, give personality to
the bai lops and worn-in picnic table

seating. The names of struggling young
bands now forgotten endure on the surfaces on which they were written; who
knows when.
Howards owner, lim (iavarnne, boasted his establishment as the last venue
of its kind in town, calling il a "man's
bar" where "you won't feel out of place,
won't feel underdressed or overdressed"
saying, "it's probably the most laid-back
bar in town
Howard's is open seven days a week.
365 days a year — Christinas included — and hosts live music Wednesday
tlnough Saturday, with an open-mic
Loud and Local Wednesdays'' each
week. The bar is lll-and up, unless
Otherwise specified, and covers vary
from show to show. "Loud and Local
Wednesdays" are always free-of-charge.
Kamikaze's One of the first bars a student will run into when going downtown is Kamikaze's, located on East
Woosler Street. The small space leaves
people to be crammed closer, which is
perfect if you're just looking for a place
to dance. The music is loud and the bar
space is limited, so don't forget your
dancing shoes.
Cla-Zel A large vintage-style movie theater marquis on the West side of Main
Street, North of Woosler Street, shapes
the front of the Cla-Zel, immediately
offering it a prestigious appearance
Unmatched by any other club in town.
Past its front doors await bouncers
dressed in formal attire, with red velvet
ropes sirewn around the entrance area

before the second set of doors leading
[o the inside
Owner Ammar Muffleh described his
venue as the "classiest bar in Howling
Green" with the "best sound and light
system, biggest dance floor and 50
beers on tap."
"BG has a lot of bars, but we are really
the only place that tends to have a very
classy layout and atmosphere," he said.
"We basically do it bigger and better."
The Cla-Zel is 18-and-over unless allages for a concert. It is open Wednesday
through Saturday and will begin celebrating its two-year anniversary next
week with a "365 Special" starting that
Wednesday. The special offers three $3
■12-ounce draughts, $6 32-ounce featured mixed drinks and three flavored
bombs" can be bought for $5 a trio.
Nate and Wally's Fish Bowl This bar is
less for those looking to dance and more
for those 21-year-olds looking to drink.
The bar has plenty of drink specials,
including $2 pints on Monday nights
and $-1 pitchers of Miller Light and S3
pitchers of Natural Light on Tuesdays,
according to the bar's l'acebook page.
Reverend's This is the only bar that
stands to rival the Cla-Zel for the title of
classiest bar in town, but its considerably smaller size will likely keep it just
below the mark. Owner Griffin Jones
described his bar as having a "clean,
modem look," mentioning its exposedbrick walls and gold-flaked black
bar top. Taps of different beers pass
through the establishment to provide
decoration, along with ironic religious
symbols and artistic, framed photographs of fire-and-brimstone warnings
to repent scribed on weathered wood
in desolate settings. The vibe in the bar
is not anything near to actually being
religious, but its theological decor offers
some interesting shots-for-thought.
lones described the crowd in his bar
as being "completely unique," having
guests of nearly all ages and cited drink
specials, draught beer selection and
great food as its biggest draw. I Ie is most
proud of the bar's new non-menu item
dinner entrees unveiled each weekend,
prepared by a chef, and its mojitos, he
said, are the most popular concoctions.
Popular specialsatKeverend'sincludeits
"Dollar-Lverything" deal on Thursdays,
where nearly all drinks fathomable are
$1 to purchase all night, with the payment of a $5 cover at the door for guys,
S.'ifbr girls. Friday nights offer $4 well
mixed-drink pitchers all evening.

a cholesterol nightmare. Let it be
known that Scotch Eggs aren't a
weekly treat for me; however, 1 have
no problem giving in to the little
nagging voice that guides my appetite and leads me to Trotters every
now and then.
My other pub food weakness:
Reverend's Double Wide. Imagine
a gourmet version of a Big Mac
with ground beef that comes
from "happy cows," crisp lettuce,
briny pickles and lots of special
sauce. After abstaining from fast
food for the past three years, only
the Double Wide has been able to
quench my longing for the world's
See FOOD I Page 9

T.V.REVIEWS
Conan debuts on TBS
after departing NBC
talk show hosts such as Johnny Carson, it's unlikefy he

By Marisha Pittrowtki

would want to stray from that format.

Senior Reporter

It's clear that even though OBnen recognizes his
In preparation for Conan O'Brien's return to television.

audience and works to make "Conan" friendfy to the

TBS, the network hostrtj his new show, made sure

youth demographic, he still wishes to maintain the

that everyone in the country knew he was back It was

basics of past and present late night shows However,
it's when he can break from those traditional restramts

impossible to watch TV. read a magaane or look in
the sky without seeing OBnen and hrs ginger crop of

that he can shine.

hair (senousry TBS had a bright orange blimp with

Even though the show follows the typical monologue'
guests format, that doesn't mean "Conan" isn't funny

the "Conan" logo on it flying around the country)
Members of Team Coco" eagerly anticipated

O'Brien thnves when he has fantastic guests, as with

OBrien's return to television with his new show, simply
titled "Conan," after his infamous departure from
NBC in January after attempting to reward Jay Lenos

Tuesdays show HB conversation with Tom Hanks
was hilarious and entertaining Hanks, always up for
good physical comecfy. ended up being drenched with

failing show So far. OBnen and his team have worked

water after a whale breached in the "ocean" of the set

to make "Conan" a fun experience for OBnen and

backdrop

his fans

Hanks aho helped to dish out some great barbs

Some critics have cUded "Conan" for being too much

aganst OBnen. especialy ti regard to what some

of a traditional talk show and that O'Brien did little to
shock the auoVence His humor is irreverent, not con-

See CONAN | Page 9

troversial and based on 0 Bnen's adoration foe classic

ALBUM
REVIEWS

■ Artist I Kid Cudi

MAN ON THE MOON 2:
THE LEGEND OF MR. RAGER"

WHAT ZACH GASE THINKS: I have a strange
love-hate relationship with KiD CuDi
It started back in 2008. when I first heard him on
Kanye West's "808s« Heartbreak." Shortly after that I
checked out his mxtape. "A KiD Named CuDi" which
was a decent motape. and songs like "Day n Night'
and "The Prayer" became a staple among my mends
and me
Add the fact that CuDi was from Cleveland's poorly
represented hip hop scene. I was on board to be a KiD
CuDi fan
Fast forward to September 2009. his long-awaited
debut. "Man on the Moon: The End of Day" was finalry

See CUDI j Page 9
WWW AMAZON COM

ALBUM
REVIE

Aiiist | Taylor Swift

"SPEAK NOW

Grade | A-

WHAT ALISSA O'NEILL THINKS: There's a
reason why Taylor Swift sold a million copies of her
new album "Speak Now' the fust week rt hit shelves
With her much-anticipated third afcum release. Swift
delivered what her fans had been waiting for and what
had endeared her to them from day one - honesty
Swift's mostly female fan base has been able to relate
to her from the opening notes of her self-titled debut
album because she sang about what she knew, and

BARS

with this album Swift only stepped it up a notch She
wrote every track on "Speak Now" herself and certainly
kept with the oSary-kke feel her fans have come to
know and love her for
See SWIFT | Page 9
WWWROBOICEIEBCOM
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Maybe Taylor Swift would have better
v with guys who are taller than she is.

Taylor Swift | 5'11"

TONIGHT IN BG

TONIGHT IN TOLEDO

THIS WEEKEND IN PERRYS8URG

Downtown decks the halls
Hometown Holly Days will be held tonight

Rockers take over Headliners
Huge hard rock bands will be playing Headliners

Flower shop opens house
Kens Flower Shop on Boundary St. in

on Main Street, which will include a tree

in Toledo tonight. A Day To Remember and

Perrysburg will be opening its doors joined

lighting, parade and a holiday open house.

Underoath will be headlining the show with open-

with Artforms, Salon Hazelton. Vito's Pizza

The event kicks off today and will have spe-

ers The Word Alive and Close Your Eyes. The show

and more holding demonstrations. The

cific events all throughout the season.

costs S22 in advance and the doors open at 6 p.m

event will happen 10:30 p.m. to 3 p.m.

k

JalceGrllenhiul|6'

THEY SAID IT
"California is not the most
beautiful city in the entire
world, I don't think."
-Miley Cyrus

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

PULSE

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

FOOD

" When I gave up fast food, I also gave

From I

most popular fasl food burner.
When I gave up fast food, I
also gave up my favorite late
night snack Taco Hell. Since
Speedy Hurrilo opened,
though, my desire to run for
the holder has dwindled.
Speedy Hurrito is the perfect joint to satisfy those late
night munrhies; they're open
until 1 a.m., which is a prayer
answered if you happen to
be hungry in ihe wee hours
ol the morning. The menu is
limited; only tacos and burritos are available and the
meat choices are chicken
and beef. If I crave something salty and /.esly, Speedy
Burritn delivers. Literally,
they deliver too, and quite
speedy, I must add.
Another local establish-

up my favorite late night snack: Taco
Bell. Since Speedy Burrito opened,
though, my desire to run for the
border has dwindled."
men! that delivers is Falcon snacks.
After a late night there's
Pood Mart, lust the other
night we had a fire in our only one meal that can
outdoor fireplace and didn't motivate the tired — a
feel like leaving its warmth hearty breakfast. Night owls
to go (0 the store for the per- in need of eggs, home fries
fect dessert — s'mores! For a and bacon should turn to
small fee, Falcon Food Mart Kermit's for their quaint
delivered to our door gra- atmosphere and affordable
ham crackers, peanut butter prices. If it's waffles or pancups, chocolate bars, marsh- cakes you hunger. Waffle
mallows and even a six-pack House is the answer. They
oi Bell's Iwo Hearted Ale. In also have the friendliest staff
a pinch, Falcon Food Mart to lift any sleepyhead's spircan be depended upon for its.
groceries and late night
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CONAN

O'Brien can shine Tuesday's segment w*h

the show adopted a go f

the head ol IBS' Standards and Practice*,
department on what he can and cannot say

rthefeOBneiid'i I
ofthe>rl

From Page 8

on cable brought forth the iickulousness
that O'Brien fans have grown to low

with tU
adopted much.'t "

claim is his haipmcj ovw the NBC controversy When OBnen blamed Hanks for

"Conan" has also made good use of

popularizing (he 'Coco' nickname. Hanks

lanty in an age .-'•

qwcUy retorted how nice it was foe him to

announcer Andy Richter Instead ol simply
acting as tf le announcer (<n he did during

be blarrung something on someone other

OBnen's stint on "the Tonight Show").

than NBC.

Richtet appears to lww- taken on the role of
O'Briens sidekick agam, as he did on "late

OBnei i having I
ingM-'t

Comparatively, similar interviews with "30
Rod" star Jack McBrayer and comedian

From Page 8

City Tap/Attic The split-personality bar City Tap/Attic
is located on the East side
of Wooster Street (North of
Main Street) and its dualatmosphere setup allows it
to appeal to a very diverse
crowd of customers. The
street-level City lap draws
community members of all
ages for its restaurant offerings during the day, shifting over to a predominantly
younger crowd for evenings;
though manager liricl'elham
said some veterans do linger
around after the sun has said
its goodbyes.
The 21-and-over Tap, "as it is
more concisely known, places itsgrealest focus on the 34draught-beer selection and
conversational sampling of
new brews to hit its hoses.
Behind the bar, to the right
upon entry, is a large menu
displaying the prices and
names of all the draughts
available, with "new" stickers placed on all recent arrivals. I'elham said the lap
cycled 120 beers through its
ranks in its first year of business alone. A drink menu
is issued four times annually, with 2-1 recipes guaranteed available at the time
the menu is current. The
other 111 taps are left open
for a more rapid circulation
ot draughts to keep things
fresh and adventurous.
Its a good opportunity for
people to try something new
they wouldn't try anywhere
else," I'elham said. "We take
a lot of pride in our beer."
The Attic's large outdoor
balcony overlooking the
Main Street-Wooster Street
intersection is possibly its
greatest appeal, particularly
during the warmer months,
according to I'elham.
There's really not another
place like that, where you're
elevated and you get a nice
view over the four corners of
Bowling (ireen." he said.
Grumpy Dave's/Easy Street
Cafe T«0 things that can be
found at this bar not easily found elsewhere are big
laughs and a foamy contest.
According to the bar's website, this happening spot,
located right on South Main
Street, not only offers over a
hundred different imported
and domestic bars, but challenges customers to drink
them all. Winners will win

A

P

A

free mugs and t-shirts as
well as their name engraved
on an individual brass plate.
Also, IUesday is a perfect
night for a good laugh. With
a $5 cover charge ($3 for students) many different comedians will be taking over the
stage to entertain the crowd.
On top of comedy night
Tuesdays, the bar also
includes Euchre Mondays
and Karaoke Thursdays and
Saturdays.
Sky Bar Ihe popular 18-andover dance bar, Sky Bar, is the
last watering-hole available,
heading north on the east side
of Main Street, past Wooster
Street.
Owner Ouincy Miller said it is
the ind(K>r bar's dance scene
and DJs that act as Skybar's
fuel as the wind blows in the
frigid four to five months to
come. L))s are elevated and
removed somewhat in a dim
biK)th above the raised stage
at the easternmost end of the
dance floor, which is one of
the largest and most open in
town. Multiple raised platforms along the walls on either
side of the floor offer opportunities for the most audacious
dancers to place themselves
on a bit of a pedestal, if they so
wish. This dance environment,
Miller said, is crucial.
"It's not too big. it's not too
small, lie said. "The music's
good, the vibe is good... atmosphere is key."
149 North This bar is only for 21
and older students and l< n ated
on Main Street. It has opened
recently and has already
found its way in the hearts of
today's BG students. The bar
has SI off drafts on Mondays
and Tuesdays, as well as "Wine
Night" Wednesdays. Ihe bar
is perfect for older students,
graduates and residents.
Uptown/Downtown IJHIHI
at the corner of Main Street
and E Court Street, North of
Wooster. Uptown/Downtown
offers two venues with very
distinct atmospheres to each.
Downtown, conveniently the
downstairs of the two, is a
2I-and-over bar that features
two pool tables, a hlacklightsensitive air-hockey table and
numerous flat-screen TVs for
any bar-goers sports-viewing
pleasure. 1 he bar has free pool
every Monday, along with $1
wells, and features many payper-view events, including
all UPC events. More relaxed
than its upstairs companion. Downtown is not a bar
to attend if one is looking to
dance the night away, but for

those who would rather watch
some good spoils, shoot pool
and engage in stimulating,
slurred conversations, it's a
great fit.
Uptown features many
themes to attract its clientele
base. Every Monday night is
"80s Night," featuring music
from the decade of low-morals,
big hair and tight pants, and
is particularly popular among
female students who seem to
laude the days when Cindy
Lauper rang loud across the
airwaves.
Tuesday is "Gay Night." and
offers a place where those of an
alternative sexual orientation
can go to be themselves without worrying over potential
ridicule aimed by those less
open to diversity. "Gay Night"
has also been described as a
good place for girls who wish
to go dance without enduring
the persistent plights of male
callers — the heterosexual of
which often avoid the scene,
Ihe final themed night of
the week, before giving way
to a more typical dance-club
scene, is Wednesday's "Goth
Night," where those of a more
morose sense of fashion can
lit right in. 1 leavy metal and
industrial electronic music
thumps the bass these evenings and glowsticks are a
welcome asset for many who
grace the dancefloor.
Editor's note: The BG News
does not condone underage
drinking.

and entertaining, white chats with first -night

er, that leave 0 Bnen trying to keep up

guests Seth Rogen and 'Glee' slat Lea
M*:hele seemed more forced

Whenever 0'Bnen can break from character
and have an improvised monwii with

As with his previous shows. O'Brien's weak-

Richter, a guest or the studio sucker

nesses are m Ins monologue, it's clear he is

an opportunity for fans to see *by OBneti

I

M

E

WWS

sangar*:

■

•

'.

Prohibit :

■

not the type of comedian to deliver jokes

is beloved among comedy fans His self-

sti*ght-faced from a senpt. He thnves on

deprecation seems to be on ful dnplay on

more outrageous segments and characters
(such as the Masturtwtng Bear, who,

"Conan. and he seems more comfortable

regardless o( NBC stl owning hm as intel ■

and liappy with this job than he dkj i
Tonight Show*

lectual property, appeared Monday)

During his final lew shows on NBC. 0'Biwi

0 Brier,

'
■

Ihe show more than males up for the

totd the audience hr, goal lor those shows

monologue w*h remote pieces when?

was smply to "have fun on television* and

■

bgnev.

made "Man on the Moon it
ing a dark, somber soundscape. superb

■ ■

■

production mostly handled by Ermle - a
well-orchestrated album that has a loose

From Page 8

■

id brilliantly crafted hook'.
album's original sound and having features

And right from the first bar on the afcums
opener "Scott Mescudi vs r- .

from Ratatat MGMT and narration by
Common didn t hurt either

it's clear CuDi's rapping aW-'.'
improved snee his last afcum

■

■

■

But upon further listening to the album. I

"Mr Rager is significantly darker than "End

discovered what a truly terrible lapper KiD
CuDiis

of Day." and CuDi opens up a lot about Ins

■

1

throuu!

personal strife, most notably In', cocaine
produced

His rapping ability is slightly above Sodja

habit On "Don't Play

Boy and Wacka Floda's and probably just

Tm humble and I treat nornw g

.

below Gucci Mane His rhyme schemes
are as simple as they can get as he often

models reckless and young, am I my moms
caHing thank God she hit dedine l m numb

I

rhymes a word with the same word And

laced while I'm thinking about suicide'

muln-sylable rhymes are nowhere to be
found

The dark and eerie "The Mood* vw.

11MS

Song" I <

■

could fit mto a horror film n <

But still after all of that I still found the fust

lessly into the albums be-■

"Man on the Moon* to be one of the most

■ Mum indie rodcr. St Vincent and
underground rap veteran Cage The

interesting afcums m 2009 Which begs the
question. Can a rap album succeed with
bad lyrics'

•:.■■,

fy collaboration worts over the fast-paced
produ '■■ ■. m» hsarnf

H

■

■

A Vkt •■■■
.;

Now CuDi is back with his sophomore
effort. "Man on the Moon II The Legend

The Strangers with hard k i •

of Mr Rager" The sequel stays true to its

best verse on the album.

predecessor and sticks to the formula that

KiD CuDi has a specific style and lane.

SWIFT

itself is a little more complex com, .

guitar, and Cage delivers hands dot*

■

■

the simplicity of Dear John but not too
much that it drowns out the emot»n

From Page 8

■

Of course. Swift doesn't rjfa

The fact that her songs are about her own

who were e»pectmg some soutliern spunk

life experiences has led to speculations
regarding winch former loves her songs

Irom her new release. The album title
• "ipeakNow'isremnscent';

leference On her new album, a couple of

previous hit "You Belong With Me, but ako

side alt;-.

Swift's stand-out emotional pieces are also

i. '

those speculated to be about former beaus
Taylor Lautner and John Mayer - Back to

from rugh school bleachers and foott«all

I
brtfromSwrl

December and 'Dear John' Both tracts are

her upbeat criticism of the guf who got

•

,., "■;■,-.

■

; ir

■

'

■

and feature simple melodies that really let

ously has so much fun yngmg thi U

the emotion show through
The lyrics to Dear John' follow Swifts recipe

• "■ -ant help but get pulled m
is one of her trademarks on 1

for songs about boys who have done her

Another Swift theme that hooked fans from

wrong, with lines like 'Don t you think I

the beginreng and rnakes arotlief i;

was too young to be messed with and I

ance on Speak Now is the facyt.i

see it all now that you're gone" Her voice,

Swift's fans can't seem to get enewgh of her
love songs with lomanucized ending

though, is what makes this song stand out
The hurt and regret are present in her voice

'■

Swift didn't mind catermg to that The fal
track to leak off "Speak Now" vvi

the honesty draws you in and makes Swift

- a song that follows a college relationship

and the song relatable
Back to December is a newer approach lor

as it turns into '-omething more with aS Us
twists and turns Just like her nimr'

Swift who is known for her sassy or biting

romances, the track ends optimist'
Swift J i
ihe best thing

Tho trad is al about Swift's own regret
after ending a relationship The chorns is

thats ever been mine' an I

an admission. Swift sings. "But tins is me

While Wt deW1

swallowing my pnde/Slandiiig *i front of

mirjc her fans have loved fi;1

you saying I'm sorry for that night" Not
only does the new theme make the track

there are a couple downfalls with the new
album Swih seems to get lost on tracks

stand out on the CD. but once again it's tlie
honesty You can hear the wfxile story m

wf iere there <s too much going on musKaly.
Some songs lose her country musk I

Swift's voice, her regret and desire almost to

with the addrtion of too many drum beats

gonnamakeitnow/Yes.yesl

■

■

throughout the entre track and once agam

songs about revenge against former loves

■

games to church pews and weoHn

stnpped down to showcase Swift's vocals

go back and do it all over agaia The music

■

■

■

•

'

■

i

andothei p pmu . sounds n! n t

friend spiil
doesn't lot
■■

.

■

■

where Swift falls short Trail 10 "Better

■

THIS WEEK IN ENTERTAINMENT:
TINA FEY THANKS SARAH PALIN Tina Fey
was honored with the 2010 Mark Twain Prize for
American Humor at a Washington event, in which
she thanked former vice-presidential nominee
Sarah Palin. In her speech. Fey said. I would be
a liar and an idiot if I didnt thank Sarah Palm for

helping me get heie tonngrblance and hei

RAPPER VS PRESIDENT During a taped
interview. Kanye West talked about the infamous
rant about former President Bush, saying, "I would
tell George Bush In my moment of fu^tration.
I didn't have the grounds to call him a racist, I
believe that in a situation of high emotion like tn.it.

we as human beings I
word'." West has sine i
with the interview on •
"absolutely Foi ■:
don't hate Kanye West

LIKE A G6 PHRASE EXPLAINED The
popular song by Far East Movement has hit No.
1 quickly, but people have been publicly debating
what the song's repetitive chorus even means. A
G6 is not a Gatorade flavor It's not a car. convertable, four-door. Its not a watch, group member
Kev Nish said. "But Drake ... talks about having G4

pilots on ded
Of course, it would be a G6 The r, I
"Sippin sizzurp in my n ie. lie Three 6/ Now I'm
feelm' so fly like a G6
to make the song an
by promoting
the idea of "living that night lit

■

is given once a yeai to some*
to American humor ana ha! i
Cosby and Whoopi C

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2011

VILLAGE
R

■

Night" from 19937000 He regiurly steals
the show with great comeback and one-lin-

released fatuity. I was blown away by the

BARS

■■

Charryne Y. ("Knocked Up") were effortless

CUDI

isome

N

* Reduced Rate in
November 2010 *
* Apartments Available •
» Semester Leases *
• Minutes from BGSU «
• Pet friendly community t
• Heat included*

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Lo«tad.fc

-.

300 Napoleon K»>a<l rf^V
in Bowling Green ULU
4'«>-352-6.H3:

AattnHia* included in many of our houtct:

Hillsdale
1-2 bdr apts 3bd Iwnhs
Twnhs up to 5 people w' no extra cost
Full basement
Dishwasher
Garbage disposal
Central air and heat
2/3 bdr come with w'd
Carports
1045 N Main St
419-353-5800
Bowling Green, OH 43402

MECCA
Management Inc.

. -

Furnished or unfurnished
Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Large yards
1 and 2 car gaages

- Full basements
-

-

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves
Walk in closets

Most homes are NFW or REMODELED

3-6 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

.RUNBRIAR. INC

THE PULSE

THE PULSE JOINS SOCIAL NETWORKING
Ihe Pulse section can now he found on favorite social
networking websites. Readers can now become fans on
Facebook or follow Ihe pages' Iweets.
Fnday. November 12.2Q1Q 8

Late-night bar hops can
lead to late night snacks
AMANDA McGUIRE
RZKNEK
■

#>

WHO'S ON

I consider myself to be a pretty
healthy eater.
I have some son of green or vegetable with every meal and I try,
one day of every week, to eat totally
vegetarian.
Hul when I have a craving for
something sally, crispy and deepfried. I tend lo indulge It. And
usually thai craving is for Trotters
Tavern's Scotch Eggs.
lo the weak-hearted, a hard
boiled egg eoaled in spicy sausage
and then deep-fried sounds like

Bar crawling in town is a fun weekend pasttime for students

By Troy Chamberlain and Matt Liasse

Whethei n ■•.i shotol hard liquor,an ice
■ nlil beer, n ilanceflooi 01 .1 mosh pil
thai you are aiming for. there are plent)
of options down the road from campus,
Bel iw, find a o implete guide to many ol
the bars in downtown Bowling Green.
Howards Club H Pasl Ihe bar's two
dooi entrance is the venue's l>,ir side
with ,i long elaborate mural depicting
humans dunking amongst beasts on
the southernmost wall
lizards and
canaries, among others Ihe bai sfot us
is on its iix *• music, mostlj m local upand-coming acts, and the vibe inside
sends ;i message ol nothing more than
inik n' loll, plain .mil simple Doors
and ceiling-support |>osis are generously adorned with band, beliel and
radio station stickers. I ustomei crafted
etchings and drawings, some dating
back 10 the 70s, give personality to
the bat lops and worn in pii nic table
searing. I he names ol struggling young
bands now forgotten endure on the sm
1,iws mi which the) wen written; who
knows when.
Howard's owner, Inn Gavarone, boasl
i'd his establishment ,1- the last venue
ol iiv kind in town, calling it .1 "man's
bar" where you won i feel mil <>i place,
won 1 feel undepressed01 overdressed'
saying, it's probably themost laid back
liai HI town
Howard's i- open seven days .1 week,
365 days : yeai
1 hristmas included .mil hosts live mttsii Wednesday
iiiiiiiigli Saturday, with an open mit
I oud .mil 1 in ,il Wednesdays eai h
week I In- bai is Hi and up, unless
otherwise specified, and covers vary
from -.how io show loud .incl Local
Wednesdays arealwaysfree ol charge.
Kamikaze's 1 hie ol the first liars a student will 11111 111I0 when Kninn down
town is Kamikaze's, located "ii Easi
Woostet Street, rhc small •-pan' leaves
people ii be 1 rammed closer, which is
perfei 1 ii you're jusl looking foi a place
to dance. 1 he music is loud ami the bar
space is limited, so don't forgei your
dam ingshoes
Cla-Zel \ large vintage style movie theater maruuis nil llu1 West side ol Mam
Street, North ol Woostei Street, shapes
the Front ol the Cla-Zel, immediate!)
offering ii a prestigious appearance
unman hed in any othet club in town.
Pasl 11- fronl doors awail bouncers
dressed in lnini.il attin with nil velvet
ropes .in wo around the entrance area

0

I

B

before the second set of doors leading
in the inside
Ownei Annual MultIdi described his
venue as the "classiest bat in Howling
Green" with the "best sound and light
system, biggest dance floor and SO
beers on lap."
"H(i has a lot of hars. but we are really
the onk place that tends to have a very
class) layout ami atmosphere,' he said.
"We basically do it bigger and holier."
I he Cla-Zel 1- l>< and over unless allages foi a mm en. Ii is open Wednesday
through Saturday and will begin eel
ebrating iis two-year anniversary next
week with a .iiii Special" starting thai
Wednesday 1 he special oilers three S;i
42-ounce draughts, Sd 32-ounce featured mixed dunks and three flavored
"bombs" can be bought lor $5 a trio.
Nile and Walks lisb How I I his bar is
less for those looking to dance and more
lin those 21 M'.u olds looking in drink.
Ihe bai ha- plenty ol drink specials,
including S2 pints on Monday nighis
and SI pitchers ol Miller Light and $3
pitchers ol Natural Light on luesdays,
according to the bar's Facebook page.
Reverend's I his is die only bar that
stands 10 rival ihe (la /el foi the title of
classiest bat in town, but iis considerably smaller size will likely keep il |ii-l
below die mark. Owner Griffin lones
described his bar as having a "dean,
modern look.' mentioning iis exposed
In 11k walls and gold flaked black
bar lop. lap- oi different beers pass
through ihe establishment 10 provide
decoration, along with ironic religious
symbols and artistic, framed photo
graphs ol lire and-brimstone warnings
in repent scribed on weathered wood
in desolate sellings. 1 he vibe in ihe bar
is 1101 anything near to actually being
religious, but its theological decor offers
some interesting shots-for-thought.
lones described ihe crowd in his bar
as being "completely unique," having
guesisiii nearly all ages and cited drink
specials, draught beer selection and
great food as its biggest draw. He is im isl
proud ol die hars new non-menu item
dinnei entrees unveiled each weekend.
prepared In a chef, and its mojitos, he
said, are the most popular concoctions.
PopularspecialsatReverend'sincludeits

T.V.

a cholesterol nightmare. Let it be
known that Scotch Eggs aren't a
weekly treat foi me; however, I have
no problem giving in to the little
nagging voice that guides my appetite and leads me io [rotters every
now and then

My other pub food weakness:
Reverend? Double Wide Imagine
a gourmet version of a Big Mae
with ground beef that comes
from "happy cows, crisp lettuce,
briny pickles and lots of special
sauce. Aftei abstaining from fas)
food for the pasl three years, only
the Double Wide has been able to
quench my longing foi the world's
See FOOD | Page 9

tONAN"

Conan debuts on TBS
after departing NBC
&
talk show hosts such as Johnny Carson, it's unlikely lie

By Marisha Pietrowtlci

would want to stray from that format

Senior Reportei

It s clear that even though OBnen recognizes his
TBS the network hosting firs new show, made sure

audience and works to make "Conan" friendly to the
youth demographic. he still wishes to maintain II*

that everyone in the country knew lie was bad It was

basics ol past and present late night shows However

impossible to watch TV. read a magazine or look in

its when he can break from (hose traditional restraints

the sky without seeing OBnen and his ginger crop of

that he tan shine

In preparation for Conan OBiiem return to television

hair (seriously TBS had a bright orange blimp with

Fven though the show follows the typical monologue*

the "Conan" logo on it f lying around the country)

guests format that doesnt mean "Conan 5iit funny

Members of "Team Coco eagerly anticipated

OBnen thrives when he has fantastic g-uest- I

0 Bnens return to television with his new show, simply
titled Conan. after lib mfamous departure from

Tuesdays show His conversation with lorn Hanks

NBC in January alter attempting to reward Jay Leno's

good physical comedy, ended up being drenched with

fading show So far. OBnen and his team have worked

water after a whale breached in the "ocean" of the set

to make 'Conan' a lun experience for 0Br*n and

backdrop

■

Some cntKS have chided Conan for being too much
of a traditional talk show and that OBnen did ktile to

was hilarious and entertaining Hanks, always up for

Hanks also helped to dish out some great barbs
against O'Brien especially m regard to wtiat 'x»ne

shock the audence His liuma is irreverent, not con-

See CONAN | Page 9

troversial and based on 0 Bnens adoration lor classic

ALBUM

■ Ar&t | Kid Cudi
"GnA|B

"MAN ON THE MOON 1
THE LEGEND OF MR. RAGET

WHAT ZACH GASE THINKS: I have*strange
love-hate relationship with KiD CuDi
It started back in 2008. when I first heard him on
Kanye West's '808s 8 Heartbreak ! I
checked out his mixtape. "A KiD Named CuDi" which
was a decent mutape. and songs like "Day n Night'
and "The Prayer" became a staple among my friends
and me
Add the fact that CuDi was from Clevelands poorfy
represented hip hop scene. I was on board to be a K*0
CuDi fan
Fast forward to September 2009. his long-awaited
debut. "Man on the Moon The End of Day wasfinaly
CUDI

;

WWW AMAZON COM

ALBUM
RE.

SPEAK NOW

-ArthtjT^orSw*

■ Grade | A-

WHAT ALISSAONEILl THINKS:

"Dollai lAeiylhing' deal 011 I hiusilaw

reason why Taylor Swift sold a million copies ol her

where nearly all dnnk~ fathomable are
SI in purchase all night, with ihe payment i'l a $5 covei .11 ihe door lor guys,
s -1 ■»1 giils Friday nighis offer SI well
mixed drink pitchers all evening.

new album "Speak Now the first week it hit sW.es.
With her much-anticipated thud album release. Swift
delivered what her fans had been wait«ig for and what
had endeared her to them from day one - honesty
Swifts mostly female fan base has been able to relate
to her from die opening notes ol her self-titled debut
album because she sang about what she knew, and

BARS

with this afcum Swift only stepped it up a notch She
wrote every track on Speak Now" herself and certainly
kept with the diary-like feel her fans have come to
know and love her for

BtilMMllWM

-SWIFT | Page 9
WWWROBOKELEeCOM
TAYLORS RELATIONSHIPS

NtATHIRUNdRl rD.TC>^b»OWf~
"City Tap u handi-dovr, rny f*wiW bar. Tht
b«*f assortment n •tforrJablc and cWtcioui
fhr rruk m Io** •nough to talk ov* and the
•fmoiphe* ft. eh* PCi.-t KW d**y dnnking

aarliC *" z^cMitm its not I

A» A»c - I lov» tHMtooe m the Mnmer
bttaai y*ff*P Op oJMde. there ba dance

- :*•*■-« ■>■

i*

isuntike
vter givw you '

Mn tooadfwa
*.MO«* MAlrdMt ' DESIGN [DITOa
I like 149 North because its kind of the

.r^ ended -^ ^
Spearc pi*yftc, .v thu place w»H always hoW
ipvaa plac* 10 my heart
j«\MlSI**0

A

IthmkniaftbeMaei C»r> Tap and the
Ci» Zi» fc* ma which n -h> r-. Wnd» and 1

^=mm

bat peopk? from my i
great way to catch up >

(OtUMrCHTO*

'The Attic - von *i»»* a K*
•TO

S*

"Cty

ben o'aB , theflno-

TK

» -v oniy bar f *» ew«r been
once told me it »ea just

"H»» 8.sr\»j! r«cauee yt*. teve* know

Maybe Taylor Swift would have better
luck with guys who are taller than she is.

■ i' .l.t»FN6&F*
Jalte Gyllenhaal 16'

TONIGHT IN B6

TONIGHT IN TOLEDO

THIS WEEKEND IN PERRYSBURG

Downtown decks the halls
Hometown Holly Days will be held tonight

Rockers take over Headliners
Huge hard rock bands will be playing Headliners

Flower shop opens house
Ken's Flower 'hop on Boundary St. in

on Main Street, which will include a tree

in Toledo tonight A Day To Remember and

Perrysbutg will be opening its doors joined

lighting, parade and a holiday open house

Underoarh will he headlining the show with open

with Artforms. Salon Hazelton. Vito's Pizza

The event kicks off today and will have spe-

ers The Word Alive and Close Your Eyes The show

and more holding demonstrations. The

cific events all throughout the season.

costs 172 in advance and the doots open al 6 p.m.

event will happen 10:50 p.m to 5 p.m.

k

THEY SAID IT
"California is not the most
beautiful city in the entire
world, I don't think."
-Miley Cyrus

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

J,

PULSE

WWWp.i NEWS.COM

FOOD

CONAN

"When I gave up fast food, I also gave

From Page 8

popular fast food burger.
When I gave up fast food, I
also gave up my favorite late
nielli snack: laco Bell, Since
Speed)
Din i iiD opened,
though, my desire to run for
Ihebordei has dwindled.
Speedy Burrito is the pel
feel jiiini losatisfy those late
night munchies; they're open
until la.m.,whichisaprayei
answered il you happen in
be hungry in the wee hours
oi the morning. I he menu is
limited; onrj tai os and but
ritos are available ami the
meal choices arc chicken
and beef. II I crave some
thing salt) andzesty, Speedy
Burrito delivers Literally,
thej delivei loo, and quite
speedy, I musl add,
Another local establishMIDSI

up my favorite late night snack: Taco
Bell. Since Speedy Burrito opened,
though, my desire to run for the
border has dwindled.
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be blaming ■.omethif-j on son*
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and entertamjnq whk

men) that delivers is Falcon
I 'mil Mail, lusi (he oilier
night we had a lire in our
outdoor fireplace and duln i
feel like leaving iis warmth
to go In the slore for the per
foci desseil
similes' loi a
small fee, Falcon Food Man
delivered to our door gra
ham i rai leers, peanut buttei
cups, chocolate bars, marsh
mallows and even .1 -i\ pat k
oi Hells Iwo I leaned Ale. In
.1 pini li. I al< on Food Man
ran be depended upon foi
groceries and late nighi

snacks
After a late night there's
onl) one meal that can
motivate the tired — a
hearty breakfast Night owls
in need of eggs, home fries
and bacon should turn to
Keiniil s lor theii quaint
atmosphere and affordable
prices II it's waffles 01 pan
i.ikes you hunger, Waffle
House is the answer I hev

also have the friendliest stall
10 hit anv sleepyhead's spirits,
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CUDI
From Page 8
icleawd lint
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BARS
From Page 8
Chy lap/Allie I he spin per
sonalitj bai 1 it) fap Vttic
is located on Ihe East side
"i Woostci Street North ol
Main Street) and its dual
atmosphere setup allows it
to appeal to a very diverse
crowd ol customers rhe
street-level < in lap draws
community members ol all
ages lor iis restaurant offei
ings during the day, shifting ovei in a predominantly
youngei crowd for evenings;
1 In >ugh manager Eric Pelham
s.ud some veterans do linger
around after the sun has said
its goodbyes
I he21-and-ovei" fap," as ills
more concisel) known, places its greatest focus on the 34draught-bcei selection and
conversational sampling of
new brews to hit 11- hoses
Behind Ihe bar, to the right
upon entry, is ,1 large menu
displaying ihe puns and
names "I all the draughts
available, with new" stickers placed mi all recent arriv
als Pelham said the lap
1 \i led 120 lieers through its
1,inks in us lust yeai ol busi
ness alone A drink menu
is issued loin limes annually, with 21 recipes guaranteed available al the time
Ihe menu is c unrnl I he
othei HI laps are lefl open
for a more rapid circulation
ol draughts to keep things
fresh and adventurous.
li - .1 good opportunity for
people 10 try something new
the) wouldn't try anywhere
else." Pelham said. We take
a li it ol pride in oui beer"
I he \nn s large outdoor
balcony overlooking the
Mam Strcel Wooster Stieel
intersection is possibly its
greatest appeal, particular!)
during the warmei months,
ai 1 Hiding in Pelham
I lures really not another
place like that, where you're
elevated and you get a nice
v tew over the lour corners of
Bowling Green," he said
Grumpy Dave's/Easy Street
Cafe Iwo things thai can be
found at this bar not eas
ilv found elsewhere are big
laughsandafoam) contest
According to the bars web
site, this happening spot,
located right on South Main
Street, inn onl) offers ovei a
bundled different imported

and domestic bars, but challenges customers to dunk
them all. Winners will win
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RAPPER VS PRESIDENT
rant about former Pro* tdent I
tell George Bush Inmym
I didn't have thi
believe that inasitual

of

LIKE A G6 PHRASE EXPLAINED
popular song by Far East

1 quickly, but people h i\
vvhat the songs repetn^G6 is not a
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HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!

K

1 Reduced Rnlein
November 2010 •
• Apartments Available •
• Semester Leases
1 Minutes from 15GSU,
■ IVt Ihviulh community ■
Heal included •

Amenities included in many of our houses:

Hillsdale
1-2 bdr apts3bd twnhs
Twnhs up to 5 people w no extra cost
Full basement
Dishwasher

<•<<■■<

Central air and heat
2 3 bdr come with wd
Carports

^.

too Napoleon Road 4^2r
in Bowling Green ISJ

419-352-6335

-

Furnished or unfurnished

-

Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus

-

Large yards
1 and 2 car garages
Full basements

May or August teases a.
Microwaves
Walk in clo

-'

Most homes are NFW or P'

Garbage disposal

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
'■

■

i

BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2011

VILLAGE
A

T

■

'

free mugs and I shins as
those who would rather watch
some giHxl spoils, sluxit pixil
well as their name engraved
on an Individual brass plate, and engage in stimulating,
Also, luc-dav is a perfect
sinned conversations, it's a
night (01 a good laugh. With
great In
a $5 cover charge (S.'l lor stu
Uptown
features
many
dents) many different come
themes lo attract its clientele
dianswill be taking over the
base. Every Monday night is
stage to entertain the crowd. "'80s Night,' featuring musk
On top ol comedy night
lrointheileiadeollow murals
Fuesdays, the bar also big haii anil light pants, and
includes Euchre Mondays
is particularly populai among
ami Karaoke rhursdays and
female students who seem in
laude the days when Cindy
Saturdays.
Sky liar Ihe popular III -and- I auper rang loud across the
airwaves.
ovei dance bar, Sk) Bar, is the
last watering-hole available. luesday is "Gay Night." and
heading north on the east side
offers a place where those of an
ni Mam Street pas) Wooster alternative sexual orientation
Street.
can go to lie themselves with
(rwnei Quincy Miller said it is
out worrying ovei potential
the indoor bars dance scene
ridicule aimed In those less
and UK thai act as Skybars open to diversity, "Ga) Nighi
fuel as the wind blows in the
has also been described as a
frigid lout to live months to
good place lui girls who wish
come l)|s are elevated and
in go dance without enduring
removed somewhat in a dim
ihe persistent plights ol male
booth above the raised stage
callers
the heterosexual of
al the easiernniosi end of the
which often avokl the si ene
dance floor, which is one of
Ihe final themed night of
Ihe largest and most open in
the week, before giving wav
town. Multiple raised plat
lo a more typical dam c tub
lot ins along t he walls on eit her
scene, is Wednesday's 'Goth
side1 ol ihe Moor offer opporlu- Nighi. where those of a more
nilies lor the most audacious
morose sense- of fashion call
dancers to place themselves
lit right in Heavy metal and
on a bit of a pedestal 11 they so
industrial electronic music
wish Ihisdanceenviionnienl
thumps ihe bass these eveMillet said, is crucial.
nings and glowsticks are a
"It's not too big. it's not too vv ekemie asset fc 11 many who
small, he s.ud. Ihe music's
gi.ue thedanceflooi
good, the vibe is good . atmo
Editor's note: The BG News
sphere is key."
does not condone underage
149 North This bar is only for 21 drinking
and 1 ilder students and li x ated
on Mam Street, li has opened
recently and has ahead)
found its way in the beans ol
today's lit I students. I he bat
has si oil drafts on Mondays
and liiesdays.asucllas Wine
Night" Wednesdays. Ihe bar
is pel led loi older students,
THIS WEEK IN
graduates and residents.
(1 ptiivvu/Downtown Located
al the cornel ol Main Street
and E Court Street. North of
\\\ M isiei. I Ipti ivvn /1 )i ivvnli ivv 11
offers two venues with very
distinct atmospheres in each,
Downtown, convenienth the
downstairs of the two. is a
L'l and-over bat thai features
two pool tables, a hl.icklight
sensitive air-hocke) table and
numerous flat-screen rVs fur
any bar-goers sports-viewing
pleasure rhe bar has free pool
evciv Monday, along with SI
wells, and features marry paypei view events, including
all UK events. More relaxed
than its upstairs companion, Downtown is not a bar
to attend if one is looking lo
dance the night away, hut lor

1045 N Main Si

419-353-5800
Bowling Green OH 43402

MECCA
Maiiugi'iuciit Inc. |

3-6 People allowed depending on loco
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.grcenbriarrentals.com

THE PULSE JOINS SOCIAL NETWORKING

THE PULSE

The Pulse section can now be found on favorite social
networking websites. Readers can now become fans on
Facebook or follow the pages' Tweets.
Friday, November 12,2010 8

Late-night bar hops can
lead to late night snacks

WHO'S ON TAP

Bar crawling in town is a fun weekend pasttime for students

By Troy Ch jmb.rl.iti and M«tt L'u«».
Pulse Reporter. Pulse Editor

Whether it's a shot of hard liquor, an ice
cold beer, a dancefloor or a mosh pit
that you are aiming for, there are plenty
of options down the road from campus.
Below, find a complete guide to many of
the bars in downtown Bowling Green.
Howard's Club H Past the bar's twodoor entrance is the venue's bar side
with a long elaborate mural depicting
humans drinking amongst beasts on
the southernmost wall — lizards and
canaries, among others. The bar's focus
is on its live music, mostly to local upand-coming acts, and the vibe inside
sends a message of nothing more than
rock n' roll, plain and simple. Doors
and ceiling-support posts are generously adorned with band, belief and
radio station stickers. Customer-crafted
etchings and drawings, some dating
back to the 70s, give personality to
the bar tops and worn-in picnic table
seating. The names of struggling young
bands now forgotten endure on the surfaces on which they were written; who
knows when.
Howard's owner, lim Gavarone. boasted his establishment as the last venue
of its kind in town, calling it a "man's
bar" where "you won't feel out of place,
won't feel underdressed or overdressed"
saying, "it's probably the most laid-back
bar in town.
Howard's is open seven days a week,
365 days a year — Christmas included — and hosts live music Wednesday
through Saturday, with an open-mic
"Loud and Local Wednesdays" each
week. The bar is 18-and-up, unless
otherwise specified, and covers vary
from show to show. "Loud and Local
Wednesdays" are always free-of-charge.
Kamikaze's One of the first bars a student will run into when going downtown is Kamikaze's, located on East
Wooster Street. The small space leaves
people to be crammed closer, which is
perfect if you're just looking for a place
to dance. The music is loud and the bar
space is limited, so don't forget your
dancing shoes.
Cla-Ze) A large vintage-style movie theater marquis on the West side of Main
Street. North of Wooster Street, shapes
the front of the Cla-Zel, immediately
offering it a prestigious appearance
unmatched by any other club in town.
Past its front doors await bouncers
dressed in formal attire, with red velvet
ropes strewn around the entrance area

before the second set of doors leading
to the inside.
Owner Ammar Muffleh described his
venue as the "classiest bar in Bowling
Green" with the "best sound and light
system, biggest dance floor and 50
beers on tap."
'BG has a lot of bars, but we are really
the only place that tends to have a very
classy layout and atmosphere," he said.
"We basically do it bigger and better."
The Cla-Zel is 18-and-over unless allages for a concert. It is open Wednesday
through Saturday and will begin celebrating its two-year anniversary next
week with a "365 Special" starting that
Wednesday. The special offers three $3
42-ounce draughts, $6 32-ounce featured mixed drinks and three flavored
"bombs" can be bought for $5 a trio.
Nate and Watty's Fish Bowl This bar is
less for those looking to dance and more
for those 21-year-olds looking to drink.
The bar has plenty of drink specials,
including $2 pints on Monday nights
and $4 pitchers of Miller Light and $3
pitchers of Natural Light on Tuesdays,
according to the bar's Facebook page.
Reverend's This is the only bar that
stands to rival the Cla-Zel for the title of
classiest bar in town, but its considerably smaller size will likely keep it just
below the mark. Owner Griffin Jones
described his bar as having a "clean,
modern look." mentioning its exposedbrick walls and gold-flaked black
bar top. Taps of different beers pass
through the establishment to provide
decoration, along with ironic religious
symbols and artistic, framed photographs (>l fire--and-brimstone warnings
to repent scribed on weathered wood
in desolate settings. The vibe in the bar
is not anything near to actually being
religious, but its theological decor offers
some interesting shots-for-thought.
Jones described the crowd in his bar
as being "completely unique," having
guests of nearly all ages and cited drink
specials, draught beer selection and
great food as its biggest draw. He is most
proud of the bar's new non-menu item
dinner entrees unveiled each weekend,
prepared by a chef, and its mojitos, he
said, are the most popular concoctions.
PopularspecialsatReverend'sincludeits
"Dollar-Lverything" deal on Thursdays,
where nearly all drinks fathomable are
$1 to purchase all night, with the payment of a $5 cover at the door for guys,
$3for girls. Friday nights offer $4 well
mixed-drink pitchers all evening.

a cholesterol nightmare. Let it be
known that Scotch Eggs aren't a
weekly treat for me; however, I have
no problem giving in to the little
nagging voice that guides my appetite and leads me to Trotters every
now and then.
My other pub food weakness:
Reverend's Double Wide. Imagine
a gourmet version of a Big Mac
with ground beef that comes
from "happy cows," crisp lettuce,
briny pickles and lots of special
sauce. After abstaining from fast
food for the past three years, only
the Double Wide has been able to
quench my longing for the world's

I consider myself to be a pretty
healthy eater.
I have some sort of green or vegetable with every meal and I try,
one day of every week, to eat totally
vegetarian.
But when I have a craving for
something salty, crispy and deepfried, I tend to indulge it. And
usually that craving is for Trotters
Tavern's Scotch Eggs.
To the weak-hearted, a hardboiled egg coated in spicy sausage
and then deep-fried sounds like

See FOOD | Page 9

T.V.REVIEWS
Conan debuts on TBS
after departing NBC
By Marliha Pi.tr owski

talk show hosts such as Johnny Carson, its unlWy he
would want to stray from that format

Senior Reporter

It's dear that even though OBnen recognizes his
In preparation for Conan OBriens return to television.

audience and works to make "Conan friendly to the

TBS, the network hosting his new show, made sure

youth demographic, he still wishes to maintain the

that everyone *i the country knew he was back. It was

basics of past and present late mght shows However,

tnpossible to watch TV, read a magazine or look in

it's when he can break from those traditional restrains

the sky without seeing OBnen and his ginger crop of

that he can shine.

hat (senousry; TBS had a bright orange blimp with

Even though the show follows the typical monologueguests format that doesn't mean "Conan* isn't funny

the "Conan" logo on it flying around the country)
O'Briens return to television with his new show, simply

OBnen thrives when he has fantastic guests, as with
Tuesday's show His conversation with Tom Hanks

titled "Conan." after his infamous departure from

was hilarious and entertaining. Hanks, always up for

NBC in January after attempting to reward Jay Lenos
faifcng show. So far. OBnen and his team have worked

good physical comedy, ended up being drenched with
water after a whale breached in the "ocean" of the set

to make "Conan" a fun experience for OBnen and

backdrop
Hanks also helped to dish out some great barbs

Members of "Team Coco" eagerly anticipated

ho fans.

against OBnen especially m regard to what some

Some critics have chided "Conan" for being loo much
of a traditional talk show and that OBnen cM little to
shock the audience His humor o irreverent not con-

See CONAN | Page 9

troversial, and based on OBnen's adoration for classic

ALBUM
REVIEWS

■ Ani» | K,d Cud,
■ Grade |B

MAN ON THE MOON 2:
THE LEGEND OF MR. RAGER"

WHAT ZACH GASE THINKS: I have a strange
love-hate relatunship with KiD CuOi.
It started back in 2008. when I hrst heard him on
Kanye West's '808s S Heartbreak" Shortly alter that I
checked out his mtxtape. 'A KiD Named CuOi." which
was a decent mutape. and songs like "Day n Night'
and The Prayer" became a staple among my friends
and me
Add the fact that CuDi was from Cleveland's poorly
represented hip hop scene. I was on board to be a KiD
CuDifan
Fast forward to September 2009. ha long-awaited
debut. "Man on the Moon The End of Day" was finally
See CUDI | Page 9
WWW»M«20NC0M

ALBUM
REVIEWS

:?'1iV!Iayl0,Swih

"SPEAK NOW

■ Grade | A-

WHAT AUSSA O'NEILL THINKS: I here's a
reason why Taylor Swift sold a mJlion copies of her
new ahum "Speak Now" the fust week it hit shelves.
With her much-antic^Hted third album release. Swift
delivered what her fans had been warong for and what
had endeared her to them from day one - honesty.
Swift's mostly female fan base has been able to relate
to her from the opening notes of her self-tilled debut
album because she sang about what she knew, and

See BARS!

ty

with thrs album Swift only stepped it up a notch She
wrote every track on "Speak Now" herself and certainly
kept with the diary-like feel her fans have come to
know and love her for

EDITORS PICKS

See SWIFT | Page 9
WWW.ROeOTaitB.COM

TAYLOR'S RELATIONSHIPS
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Jon»s
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5'10"
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I

e Taylor Swift would have better
■

guys who are taller than she is
Taylor Swift 15'II"

TONIGHT IN BG

TONIGHT IN TOLEDO

THIS WEEKEND IN PERRYSBURG

Downtown decks the halls
Hometown Holly Days will be held tonight

Rockers take over Headliners
Huge hard rock bands will be playing Headliners

Flower shop opens house
Ken's Flower Shop on Boundary St. in

on Main Street, which will include a tree

in Toledo tonight. A Day To Remember and

Perrysburg will be opening its doors joined

lighting, parade and a holiday open house.

Underoath will be headlining the show with open-

with Artforms. Salon Hazelton. Vito's Pizza

The event kids off today and will have spe-

ers The Word Alive and Close Your Eyes. The show

and more holding demonstrations. The

cific events all throughout the season.

costs $22 in advance and the doors open at 6 p.m.

event will happen 10:30 p.m. to 3 p.m.

k

Jai.Gyl.nhMl | 6'

THEY SAID IT
"California is not the most
beautiful city in the entire
world, I don't think."
-Miley Cyrus

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS, UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

PULSE

WWW.B6NEWS.COM

FOOD

"When I gave up fast food, I also gave

From Page 8

up my favorite late night snack: Taco
most popular fast food burger.
When I gave up fast food, I
also gave up my favorite late
night snack: I'aco Bell. Since
Speedy Burrito opened,
though, my desire to run for
the border has dwindled.
Speedy Burrito is the perfect joint to satisfy those late
nightmunchies;they'reopen
until 4 a.m., which is a prayer
answered if you happen to
be hungry in the wee hours
of the morning The menu is
limited; only tacos and burritos are available and the
meat choices are chicken
and beef. If I crave something salty and zesty, Speedy
Burrito delivers. Literally,
they deliver too, and quite
speedy, I must add.
Another local establish-

BARS
From Page 8

City rap/Attic The split-personality bar City Tap/Attic
is located on the Bast side
of Woostcr Street (North of
Main Street) and its dualatmosphere setup allows it
to appeal to a very diverse
crowd of customers. The
street-level City Tap draws
community members of all
ages for its restaurant offerings during the day, shifting over to a predominantly
younger crowd for evenings;
though manager Eric Pelham
said some veterans do linger
around after the sun has said
its goodbyes.
The 21-and-over "Tap," as it is
more concisely known, places its greatest focus on the 34draught-beer selection and
conversational sampling of
new brews to hit its hoses.
Behind the bar, to the right
upon entry, is a large menu
displaying the prices and
names of all the draughts
available, with "new" stickers placed on all recent arrivals. Pelham said the Tap
cycled 120 beers through its
ranks in its first year of business alone. A drink menu
is issued four times annually, with 24 recipes guaranteed available at the time
the menu is current. The
other 10 taps are left open
for a more rapid circulation
of draughts to keep things
fresh and adventurous.
"It's a good opportunity for
people to try something new
they wouldn't try anywhere
else," Pelham said. "We take
a lot of pride in our beer."
The Attic's large outdoor
balcony overlooking the
Main Street-Wooster Street
intersection is possibly its
greatest appeal, particularly
during the warmer months,
according to Pelham.
"There's really not another
place like that, where you're
elevated and you get a nice
view over the four corners of
Bowling Green," he said.
Grumpy Dave's/Easy Street
Cafe Two things that can be
found at this bar not easily found elsewhere are big
laughs and a foamy contest.
According to the bar's website, this happening spot,
located right on South Main
Street, not only offers over a
hundred different imported
and domestic bars, but challenges customers to drink
them all. Winners will win

Bell. Since Speedy Burrito opened,

Fnday.MMmbBl2.MI0 9

CONAN

O'Brien can shine Tuesday's segment with

From Page 8
darn a Us harpng over the NBC controversy When OBnen blamed Hank for
popularumg the "Coco" nickname. Hanks

though, my desire to run for the

cxidcty retorted how nice it was fc* him to
be Warmng something on someone other

border has dwindled."

than NBC.
Compantrvery. ymilar interviews with "50

those who would rather watch
some good sports, shoot pool
and engage in stimulating,
slurred conversations, it's a
great fit.
Uptown features many
themes to attract its clientele
base. Every Monday night is
"'80s Night," featuring music
from the decade of low-morals,
big hair and tight pants, and
is particularly popular among
female students who seem to
laude the days when Cindy
Lauper rang loud across the
airwaves.
Tuesday is "Gay Night," and
offers a place where those of an
alternative sexual orientation
can go to be themselves without worrying over potential
ridicule aimed by those less
open to diversity. "Gay Night"
has also been described as a
good place for girls who wish
to go dance without enduring
the persistent plights of male
callers — the heterosexual of
which often avoid the scene.
The final themed night of
the weekv before giving way
to a more typical dance-club
scene, is Wednesday's "Goth
Night," where those of a more
morose sense of fashion can
fit right in. Heavy metal and
industrial electronic music
thumps the bass these evenings and glowsticks are a
welcome asset for many who
grace the dancefloor.
Editor's note: The BG News
does not condone underage
drinking.

department on what he can and cannot say

of their finest shows *i the* 17-year history

on cable brought forth the nckulousness
that OBnen fans have grown to bve

with the network. It seems like OBnen has

"Conan* has also made good use of

adopted much of this attitude on "Conan'
and it is what will help rum maintain popu-

announcer Andy Rkhter Instead of simply
acting as the announcer (as he did during

larity ■) an age where television ts saturated

0Bran's stmt on 'the Toraght Show").
Richter appears to have taken on the rote of

O'Brien having Iun was best displayed during Monday's musical performance when he

with tal shows

sang and played guitar with Jack Whtt on

Night" from 1995-2000. He reguiany steals

a cover of rockabilly legend Edd* Gxhran s

Chariyne Yi ("Knocked Up") wen? effortless

the show with great comebacks and one-fti-

'Twenty Flight Rock" Perfonnances like

and entertaining, while chats with first-night
guests Seth Rogen and 'Glee' star Lea

ers that leave 0 Bnen trying to keep up
Whenever O'Bnen can break from character

that were highlights of (/Bnen, "Legaty

Ntehek? seemed more forced
As with his previous shows. O'Briens weak-

and have an djxovised moment with
Richter. a guest or the studio audience, it's

nests are HI his rronologue. it's clear he is

an opportunity for fans to see why O'Bnen

1

free mugs and i shuts as
well as their name engraved
on an individual brass plate.
Also, Tuesday is a perfect
night for a good laugh. With
a $5 cover charge ($3 for students) many different comedians will be taking over the
stage to entertain the crowd.
On top of comedy night
Tuesdays, the bar also
includes Euchre Mondays
and Karaoke Thursdays and
Saturdays.
Sky Bar The popular 18-andover dance bar, Sky Bar, is the
last watering-hole available,
heading north on the cast side
of Main Street, past Wooster
Street.
Owner Quincy Miller said it is
the indoor bar's dance scene
and DJs that act as Skybars
fuel as the wind blows in the
frigid four to five months to
come. DJs are elevated and
removed somewhat in a dim
txx>th above the raised stage
at the easternmost end of the
dance floor, which is one of
the largest and most open in
town. Multiple raised platforms along the walls on either
side of the floor offer opportunities for the most audacious
dancers to place themselves
on a bit of a pedestal, if they so
wish. This dance environment,
Miller said, is crucial
"It's not too big, it's not too
small," he said. "The music's
good, the vibe is good... atmosphere is key."
149 North This bar is only for 21
and older students and located
on Main Street. It has opened
recently and has already
found its way in the hearts of
today's BG students. The bar
has $1 off drafts on Mondays
and Tuesdays, as well as "Wine
Night" Wednesdays. The bar
is perfect for older students,
graduates and residents.
Uptown/Downtown Located
at the comer of Main Street
and E Court Street, North of
Wooster. Uptown/Downtown
offers two venues with very
distinct atmospheres to each.
Downtown, conveniently the
downstairs of the two, is a
21-and-over bar that features
two pool tables, a blacklightsensitive air-hockey table and
numerous flat-screen TVs for
any bar-goers sports-viewing
pleasure. The bar has free pool
every Monday, along with $1
wells, and features many payper-view events, including
all UFC events. More relaxed
than its upstairs companion. Downtown is not a bar
to attend if one is looking to
dance the night away, but for

the show adopted a go-lor-bioke attitude
where OBnen and his staff delivered some

OBriens sidekick agam, as he oW on "Late

Rod" stir Jack McBrayer and comedian

ment that delivers is Falcon snacks.
After a late night there's
Food Mart. lust the other
night we had a fire in our only one meal that can
outdoor fireplace and didn't motivate the tired — a
feel like leaving its warmth hearty breakfast. Night owls
to go to the store for the per- in need of eggs, home fries
fect dessert — s'mores! For a and bacon should turn to
small fee, Falcon Food Mart Kermit's for their quaint
delivered to our door gra- atmosphere and affordable
ham crackers, peanut butter prices. If it's waffles or pancups, chocolate bars, marsh- cakes you hunger, Waffle
mallows and even a six-pack House is the answer. They
of Bell's Two Hearted Ale. In also have the friendliest staff
a pinch, Falcon Food Mart to lift any sleepyhead's spircan be depended upon for
groceries and late night

the head of TBS' Standards and Practices

not the type of comedian to dekver jokes
stiaight-faced from a script. He thrives on
more outrageous seginenls and characters
(such as the Masturbating Bear. who.

is beloved among comedy fans. His self ■
deprecation seems to be on full display on
"Conan" and he seems more cornlortable

Prohibited from Being funny on Television
Tour." earlier tins year and hopefully theyII
become regular occurrences on 'Conan"
"Conan' n serf-titled for a reason its
OBnen s chance to be himself, and whie
rjiere are a few kinks ID be smoothed out
"Conan still defcvered a fine first week of

and happy with this job than he did at 'the

shows that will bkefy onfy get better

lectual property appeared Monday)

Toraght Show"
Dunng his final few shows on NBC. 0Bnen

For a review of OBnens show at Micfigan
State Urwersrty over llie summer, vrjt http//

The show more than makes up for the

told the audience his goal for those shows

bgrievrtcom/efflertannent/obrwi-bnngs

monologue with remote pieces where

was simply to "have iun on television" and

locaf-flavw-perwndl-toucrvto-rnsu-gig,'

made 'Man on the Moon" so interesting a dark, somber soundscape. superb

when he stays in it he makes ready good

production mostly handed by Eirale - a
weH -orchestrated album that has a loose

can be disastrous For example, tile lush
piano-driven "Marijuana* is stellar But on

nanative and brilliantly crafted hooks

the more stTjped-down songs such as

regardless of NBC still owrang him as intel-

CUDI
From Page 8
released Initial/. I was blown away by the

And right from the first bar on the albums

album's original sound and havwig features

opener, "Scott Mescudi vs. The World,

from Ratatat MGMT and narration by

it's clear CuOis rapping ability has not
■nproved SMW ris last alburn

Common didn't hurt either
But upon further listening to the album. I

musk, but when he strays from he lane, it

the Chuck Ingfeh (of The Cool Kids) laced
"Ashin Kusher" and "Wild'n Cuz I'm Young*
bring CuDi's poor rapping to the forefront
Even with a few duds. "Man on the Moon II"

"Mr Rager" is significantly darker than 'End

is for the most part consistent and coheswe

discovered what a truly terrWe rapper KiD
CuOrs.

of Day" and CuDi opens up a lot about his
personal strife, most notably his cocaine

throughout One exception is CuDi's most
recent hrt, the 80s inspired. Jim Jonsin-

His rapping aMrty is slightly above Soulja

habit On "Don't Play This Song" he raps.

produced "Frase Me" which serves the

Boy and Wacka Flocka's and probably just

"I'm humble and I treat normal girls hie

same role as "Make Her Say did on hn first

below Gucci Mane His rhyme schemes

record The poppy, radio song that doesn t

are as simple as they can get. as he often

models reckless and young, am I my mom's
calfcng. thank God she hit deefcne I'm numb

rhymes a word with the same word And

faced while I'm thinking about suicide "

fit in the dark theme of the afcum
Overall "The Legend of Mr Rager" e an

murti-sylable rhymes are nowhere to be
found.

The dark and eene "The Mood" very well

anomaly. Hip hop has always been a lyric-

could fit into a horror film, and flows seam-

driven genre, but CuDi las found success

But still after all of that I stl found the first

lessly mto the abums best tract. "MANIAC
which features inote rocker. St Vincent and

m making good hip hop music with pretty

underground rap veteran Cage The unlikely collaboration works over the fast-paced

I stl don't (onsidei myself a fan of KiD
CuDi and I really wasn't heartbroken tint I

"Man on the Moon' to be one of the most
interesting abums in 2009. Which begs the
question: Can a rap album succeed with

bad lyrics

production, which samples St Vincent's

missed his concert at Anderson Arena But

Now CuDi is back with his sophomore
effort 'Man on the Moon II The Legend

"The Strangers" with hard kick drums and
guitar and Cage delivers hands down the

I do have a lot of respect for what he does
There an? few artists out today that produce

of Mr Rager* The sequel stays true to its

best verse on the album

such personal and inrompromnrng music

predecessor and sticks to the formula that

KiD CuDi has a specific style and lane.

and have that much commercial success

SWIFT

itself is a little more complex compared to

than Revenge." showcases Swift's bring

the simplicity of Dear John, but not too

criticism of another girl who stole her guy

much that it drowns out the emotion

but it tries to do too much and strays too

Of course, Swift doesn't disappoint her fans
who were expecting some southern spuri

far across the Ire she finely treads between
Swift seems a ferae out of place as she tries

regarding which former loves her songs

from her new release. The album's title
track "Speak Now* is rermnBcent of Swifts

reference. On her new afcum a couple of

previous hit "You Belong With Me." but also

to amp up the rock and loses her country
side altogether

Swift's stand-out emotional pieces are also

reflects Swift growing op. She graduates

Even with the couple tracks that stray a

those speculated to be about former beaus

from high school bleachers and football

brt from Swift's strengths, the album as a

Taylor Lautner and John Mayer - Back to
December and Dear John.* Both tracks are

games to church pews and weddings, but

whole 6 completely sokd It's a little more

stripped down to showcase Swift's vocals

her upbeat criticism of the girl who got
Swift's guy remans the same. Swift so obvi-

her heartfelt and qufft songs really allow her

and feature simple mekxkes that really let

ously has so much fun singing this track that

the emotion show through.

Ircteners can't help but get puHed in wUch

vocal talents to shine, and there *e plenty
of tracks like thai to go around on Speak

The lyrics to tfcar John*fellow Swifts recipe

Is one of her trademarks on tracts like this
Another Swift theme that hooked fans from

same themes that made her the hrt she is

was too young to be messed with" and "I

the beginning and makes another appearance on "Speak Now" is the fairytale ending.

now. her album st4 shows d lot of growth
within the young artist Not onfy through

see it all now that you re gone. Her voice,

Swifts fans cant seem to get enough of her

her wntng all her own songs but also

though, is whit makes the song stand out.

love songs with romanticffed endings, and

through her choce of songs Shes begtn-

The hurt and regret are present in her voice
throughout the entire track and once agam.

Swift didn't mind catemg to that The hist
track to leak off "Speak Now" was "Mine"

rmg to realize what works to showcase the

the honesty draws you in and makes Swift

- a song that folows a colege relationship

bad lyrics?

From Page 8
The fact thai her songs are about her own
Me experiences has led to speculations

for songs about boys who have done her
wrong, with Ines like "Don't you think I

country and pop music Its a fun song, but

lad-back than her two previous albums, but

Now" WMe Swift does keep many of the

talent she clearly possesses, and she also

and the song reiatable

as rt turns into something more with all its

understands that what her fans love most is
that she's real with them

Back to December' is a newer approach lor

twists and turns Just lie her other fa*ytale

Swift is brutally lionest with her fans

Swift who is known for her sassy or biting

romances, the track ends optimticaly with

through each and every track, whether she's

songs about revenge against former loves

Swift singing that "You are the best thmg

blasting an old flame or admitting her own

The track is aU about Swift's own regret
after ending a relationship The chorus is

that's ever been mine" and "Yes. yes we're

mistakes - she offers listeners a look into

an admission. Swift smgs. "But this rs me

gonna make it now/Yes. yes I can see it"
While Swrft defcvers track after track of the

her Me She expresses her insecurities and
her dreams, and that's what keeps the fans

swallowing my pnde/Standing m front of

music her fans have loved from the start

conwg back for each album bsterwtg to

you saying fm sorry for that night" Not

there are a couple downf als with the new

Swift's afcum rs like listening to your best

only does the new theme make the track

album Swift seems to get lost on tracks
where there is too much going on musically

doesn't love honesty kke that* Swift rs

honesty. You can hear the whole story in
Swifts wxe. her regret and desire almost to

Some songs lose her country music base

strong but also not afraid to admit when

with the addrnon of too many drum beats

go back and do rt al over again The music

and other pop music sounds, and that s

she thinks she screwed up. and at least a
mdbon people would like to be fnends with

where Swift falls short Track 10 "Better

a girl like that.

stand out on the CD. but once again it's the
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THIS WEEK IN ENTERTAINMENT:
TINA FEY THANKS SARAH PALIN T.na Fey
was honored with the 2010 Mark Twain Prize for
American Humor at a Washington event, in which
she thanked former vice-presidential nominee
Sarah Palin. In her speech. Fey said. "I would be
a liar and an idiot if I didn't thank Sarah Palin for

helping me get here tonight. My partial resemblance and her crazy voice are the two luckiest
things that have ever happened to me." The award
is grven once a year to someone who contributes
to American humor and has been given to Bill
Cosby and Whoopi Goldberg.

RAPPER VS PRESIDENT Dur.ng a taped
interview, Kanye West talked about the infamous
rant about former President Bush, saying. "I would
tell George Bush: In my moment of fustration.
I didn't have the grounds to call him a racist. I
believe that in a situation of high emotion like that.

we as human beings don't always choose the right
words West has since then showed his frustration
with the interview on his Twitter, but Bush said he
"absolutely" forgives Kanye West "I'm not a hater I
don't hate Kanye West," he »aid

LIKE A G6' PHRASE EXPLAINED The
popular song by Far East Movement has hit No
1 quickly, but people have been publicly debating
what the song's repetitive chorus even means. "A
G6 is not a Gatorade flavor It's not a car, convertable, four-door. It's not a watch." group member
Kev Nish said. "But Drake ... talks about having G4

pilots on deck, so we said. What's flyer than a G4?"
Of course, it would be a G6 The chorus sings.
"Sippin sizzurp in my ride, like Three 6/ Now I'm
feelin' so fly like a G6.' Nish added that he wanted
to make the song an "experience" by promoting
the idea of "living that night like it's your last."

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2011

VILLAGE

APARTMENTS

» Reduced Rate in
November 2010 »
"Apartments Available *
» Semester Leases *
* Minutes from BGSU
■ Pet friendly community »
* Heat included*

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:

M

300 Napoleon Road ^^al*
in Bowling Green ISJ
4J<).'t.l--(,.'t.'!.'

Hillsdale
1-2 Mr apis 3bd twnhs
Twnhs up to 5 people w/ no extra cost
Full basement
Dishwasher
Garbage disposal
Central air and heat
2/3 bdr come with w/d
Carports
1045N. M^iiSt.
419-363-5800
Bowling Green. OH 4340?

MECCA
Management Inc.

J. Furnished ST unfurnished
- Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
urge yards
- 1 and 2 car garages
- FitH basements
! Most homes are NEW or REMODFLFD

-

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves
Walk in closets

3-6 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

UP

www.greenbriarrentals.com (.Kf ENIRIAH. INC

M
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ELECTION
From Page 4
Republican Party comprised largely of the same
faces that gave us the Patriot
Act, record deficits and one of
the greatest upward transfers
of wealth since the Gilded Age.
So what's next?
Let's take a journey back in
history, all the way back to
2008. The election of Harack
Obama seemed to promise
a historic new era of Hope™
and Change1*1 for everyone. Democrats look control
of Congress in 20(H) and it
seemed that there was nothing standing in the way ol
comprehensive economic
and political refm m.
The activists, voters and
organizers who worked to
get Democrats into power
after eight years oi mismanagement and Orwellian
new expansions of execu
live power al the hands of
Hush and the Republicans,
Hope™ed for nothing less
than a superhero who would
come crashing through the
ceiling of (fcmgress and knock
heads together until we were
out of the middle east, and
working people could look
tin waul to a hiture that didn't
look so austere,
But instead of euphoric

victories and high fives ail
around, what we got was a
moderate President with no
qualms about compromising
for t he sake of legislat ive expediency, and a Congressional
majority who's cartoonish
pusillanimity made t hem look
like a cross between Droopy
and Ueyore. 1 las Obama been
a lame duck? Not by a long
shot.
We're currently "in the
process" of withdrawing oui
troops from our wars, and
quantifiable reductions in
troop levels and spending
htne decreased. I urlhei mine,
he helped pass the most comprehensive healthcare reform
in a century and managed
to push new regulations on
Wall Street through Congress
(which is quite a daring feat if
you look at who's paying for
our legislators IV ads, and
campaign buses).
However,
the
economy is still in the toilet and
Americans slill feel alienated
from whatever it is thai goes
on In Washington. Corporate
America is quietly placing

ever more restraints on social
mobility and the democratic
process, and worried debtors
continue to retreat into fear
and xenophobia So what's
next? Not an economic rccov
ery. that's for sure.
\in-i economists don't

expect unemployment to
drop below nine percent for
at least four years and we are
still faced with the problem of
the hundreds of thousands of
Americans who lack the education and experience to take
advantage of a growing economy, like a battered housewife whose new boyfriend
faints at the sight of a spider,
Americans have returned to
the groping embrace of the
Republican Party.
The irony of tin- Amei ic an
political process is that
Ohama's failure to get tough
enough against the banks
ensured that Republicans
determined to weaken bank
reform are now in power.
This means more austerity in the short term, but in
the long term. Republicans
will have to convince voters that slavery is freedom,
ignorance is strength and
war is peace if they hope
lo maintain their power.
Republicans won huge victories lasl 1 uesday. but it was
far from a revolution.
The Populist promise lo
lake our country back" is
going In ring hollow once
they realize who Ihey put in
charge ol the laking.

42 Torment diabolically
43 Left on the tab<e,
as a bet

45 Come out

27
26
29
30

ACROSS

per-heroes
co-created by
Stan Lee
Mammoth feature
Hallowed
Third shoe width
beyond D
Naval Acad grad

33

-do-well

34 Canadian tnbe
35 Lawn party site
37 NBA Hall of
Famer Hayes
38 John or Jane
39 Map feature with
V §jf|V

1 Mute whale chasef
5 Cannes clergytien
10 Foam bal> make*
14 Island nation neat Tonga
t^ Wild animal
16 Leat-to-branch angle
1.' Difficull youngsler
18 Jolly holiday visitor
19 Underground missile launch site
?0 Was disappointed, as
i iwftormance
23 Shrinking Asian sea
24 GPA booster
25 0ut-ol-the-ordinary brews
31 Lewd 32 Compassion from the judge
36 DDF. opponent
37 Attorney generjl under
Ronald RoSQBn
40 Big B. i
41 Smudges m a psychological test
43 Lascivious look
44 Calm by mature
48
Arabia
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potential was underscored is connected to its drilling.
The Associated Piess
earlier this week when oil
Hie gas drilling business
giant Chevron struck a $4.3 got what it wanted in the
11ARR1SHURG, Pa. — The billion deal to buy Atlas election of Corbett, who
Republicans' big election Energy, a major Marcellus received nearly SI mil\ ictories in Pennsylvania Shale driller.
lion in donations from the
and on Capitol Hill could be
Combining a new process industry Among his first
( hristinas-come-early for of horizontal drilling with a actions this week was to
the drilling companies thai technique known as hydrau- name Christine Toretti. a
are rushing to exploit the lic fracturing, or tracking, national COP committeeMarcellus Shale, the biggest drillers are unlocking vast woman and owner of a
known deposit of natural deposits there and in other Pennsylvania drilling comgas in the nation.
formations around the U.S. pany, as co-chair of his
Republican Gov.-elect such as the Barnelt Shale in transition team.
loin Corbett is seen as a lexai — a boom that could
Without Riving speciflot friendlier toward the ensure cheap and plentiful ics, Gorbett on Wednesday
industry than outgoing natural gas for many years promised a reasonable"
Democrat I •! Rendell, who to come for homeowners, regulatory stand that prohas clashed with natural factories and power plants.
tects the environment. He
gas companies over both
The drilling frenzy in will be able to appoint a new
I.i\es and tougher new the Marcellus Shale is also head of the Department of
clean-w.iici regulations.
credited with enriching Environmental Protection,
Also, the COP takeover ol landowners and pumping which under Rendell has
the U.S. House will almost new life into trucking com- tried to aggressively deal
surely doom efforts in panies, short line railroads, with the problems brought
Congress lo impose federal quarries and steel-pipe by the gas rush.
regulation over gas drilling, makers, as well as the res- "I look at this as an indus
Among
many taurants and hotels hosting try dial's going to be here
Republicans, there is ela- out-of-state drilling crews. long after all of us in the
tion. COP strategist Karl An industry-financed study room are gone." Corbett
Rove told participants in by Perm State projected that said. "It is going to be a great
an oil and gas industry the boom would generate industry and we need In
conference in Pittsburgh tens of thousands of jobs develop it properly. We need
last week that they can now and hundreds of millions to develop it protecting the
expect "a period of sensible of dollars in state and local environment and growing
taxes in the coming years.
regulations."
jobs in Pennsylvania."
"As a signal, is it good?
However, the use of TrackCongress
exempted
Yes." said a more cautious- ing — in which millions of fracking from federal clean
sounding William Garner, a gallons of water, sand and water regulations in 2005.
Houston lawyer and former toxic chemicals are inject- but some lawmakers have
investment banker who ed into each well to break been pushing to undo that.
specializes in the natural apart the shale and release
Sen. Bob Casey, D-Pa„
gas industry. "But will it trapped gas — is raising sponsor of a measure
make a difference? Time pollution concerns across that would subject frackthe Northeast.
will tell."
ing to regulation by the
Among other things, the
While the industry main- Environmental Protection
incoming governor oppos- tains that fracking has Agency, predicts a bleaker
es any attempt to slap a gas- been proved safe over the landscape now for his bill.
extraction tax on the indus- decades, homeowners are
"If anything, there are
try. Pennsylvania is the larg- coming forward with tales more votes against it," he
est gas-drilling state with- of wells producing brown, said luesday.
out such a tax, and Rendell foul-smelling water or water
Whether events ultimatetried and failed to persuade polluted with methane and ly unfold to the industry's
the Legislature to approve chemicals.
liking remains to he seen.
In the northeastern
one. Corbett has also said
The election doesn't affect
he will lift Rendell's execu- Pennsylvania town of a web of state and federtive order preventing the Dimock. a hotspot of al regulatory bodies that
issuing of any more drilling Marcellus Shale explora- could stand in the way of
leases in state forests.
tion, some residents no drilling, industry analysts
A drilling boom has been longer use their polluted said. The EPA, for example,
under way since 2008 in well water and can light could try to regulate trackthe Marcellus Shale, a vast their taps on fire because ing without congressional
underground geologic for- of methane ihey say seeped approval.
Roll Hanson of the
mation that extends from into their wells because of
West Virginia and eastern drilling.
Associated
Petroleum
Ohio through Pennsylvania
The Rendell administra- Industries of Pennsylvania,
into southern New York. tion intends to bill I louston- an industry lobbying group,
Some geologists estimate it based Cabot Oil & Gas said: "I for sure don't see
could yield enough natural Corp. the S12 million cost this as, 'All of a sudden
gas to supply the entire Bast of installing a water line to things are going to be rosy
serve 14 families in Dimock. for the industry and we're
Coast for 50 years.
Its huge commercial Cabot denies the methane going to get a free pass
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Help Wanted

For Rent

'BARTENDING! up to S300/day.
No exp necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174

311 Ridge - 3 BR house
available Fall 2011
Call 419-352-5882

Anthony Wayne Lacrosse Club
looking for PT GIRLS' TEAM
head coach for 2010-2011
Competitive wage For more info,
goto aw lacrosse, cpm
Submit resumes to

Highland Management
Now leasing lor 2011-2012 sy.
1 & 2 bedroom apartments
Call 419-354-6036. M-F

Wait staff needed.
Contact Key at 419-874-7079
26530 Dixie Hwy Perrysburg

Center Substitute
WSOS is seeking qualified
individuals to work in our Bradner
and Bascom centers Candidates
must have a high school diploma
or GED and experience working
with children and adults and
experience m quantity cooking.
Responsibilities include assisting
the classroom teacher with daily
acitivites, responding to the needs
of children, maintaining the
cleanliess of items used in the
classroom and tor meal time,
maintaining accurate reports and
documents and filling in for center
receptionist Must also submit to
initial physical exam and background checks On can. S8 05/hr
Applications must be received by
Nov 20. 2010. apply on-line at
^sos.org'employment
EOE

For Sale

Sofa for sale from non-smoking,
no pet home. S75 or S110
delivered Call 419-287-4920

For Rent

1 room eflic, turn, avail 7/15/11.
3 rm effic. turn, avail 8/15/11.
Both share a bath
call 419-601-3225

House lor rent - brick ranch.
13842 Kramer Rd, BG
3BR ♦ den. 2 1/2 bains, large
master suite w/ walk-In closet.
dining rm, living rm. family rm w/
'ireplace. Central vac system, all
appliances & lawncare included

S625/bi-weekly ♦ utilities. Call
419-352-2320 or 419-345-2258
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC

419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2, M-F.
www.BGApartmenls com
Medium sized 38R house. W/D
A/C, avail now until May
$600/mo ♦ ulils 419-601-3225
Unique, Irg 1BR apt w/ D/W.
Victorian 2 BR apl w/ porch, bay
window, small kitch, near town.
$450/mo ♦util.call 386-405-3318.

1 2&4BR. 300 E Merry St
rooms low as S199/mo,avail NOW
see CartyRentals com
All next to campus.

EarnS1000-S3200/mo,
to drive our cars with ads
Initial fee required.
www.AdCarDnver.com

Immediate Direct Care
Openings In Perrysburg,
BG & Portage!
For those who love to interact
with people, demonstrate their
creativity and deal with something
fresh, different and challenging
every day this is the job for you'
Wood Lane Residential Services.
Inc. is hiring full time, part-time &
subs for all positions to assist
adults with developmental disabilities with daily living skills in a
group home setting. S9-S13 18/hr
based on exp. Positions require
High School Diploma or GED &
valid drivers license and acceptable driving record (for driving
positions only) & pre-employment
background screening
Obtain application from WLRS.
545 Pearl St Bowling Green,
Mon-Fri. 8.00am-4 00pm.
Or download an application at
www.woodlaneresldentlal.org.
EOE

Help Wanted

419-353-0325.9-9
2BR apt for sub-lease, close to
campus, furn. $420/mo ♦ gas/elec
Email: shammer@bgsu.edu

raganarc*
BrtimiMnlMim—torn

S. Smith Contracting, LLC

532 Manville Ave.|

(419)352-8917
Office Open:
Mon-Fri 10-2

or at l-OHMOMGO . I«C«* l<32>

CINEMA 5

WoodltwdMdll'N Mom llrcrl

uutmuwe uwtt «m $us ■ *u MI rwUM> S;.«
<oma mtmw rvmx MUD »J JLH
KvmaKH-mm/toapmaruBmmm
UNSTOPPABLE [PCM3]
235 500 735 1000
DUE DATE [R]
240 510 7451010
MEGAMIND 3D [PG]
225 450 725 955
SAW 3D: THE FINAL

Houses
and

I Apartments

CHAPTER [R]
245 515 7501015
PARANORMAL
ACTIVITY 2 [R]
230 505 7401005
www.BGApartments.com

HEINZSITE
1 & 2 BEDROOMS

HOUSES!
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Many for 4-6 people
'11- '12 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available
•
•
•
•
•

Close to BGSU
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Central Air 8 Heat
No Pets

• Washer & Dry srs
(in ? bedrooms)
• Sprinkler Syst sms
• Oil Street Par! mg

MECCA
Management Inc.

Bowling

;

9-353-5800
M Main St
Green OH 43402

Call 419-352-6064,
VAvw.rroboscrentals.com,
or BGViews.com for
current listings

Call TODAY!
FROBOSE RENTALS
5(X> Lehman Ave. BG

